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ABSTRACT

FLOW-INDUCED OSCILLATIONS IN FLOATING
OFFSHORE WIND TURBINES
MAY 2019
DANIEL W. CARLSON
B.S.M.E., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Yahya Modarres-Sadeghi

The goal of this thesis is to experimentally study the structural dynamics, wake
interaction, and fluid forces on the multiple-degree of freedom systems typical of
floating wind turbines. Vortex–surface alignment about flexibly-mounted prisms is
studied to investigate the response of barges and semi-submersible hulls, and new
results pertaining to the galloping response kink for a prism with dual inline–crossflow
resonance is presented. Flow–induced oscillations of a spar model free to rotate in
3D space is replicated and observed as 2D figure–eight orbits about the center of
the spar. Methods to suppress the flow from exciting the spar are proposed. The
influence of mooring cable concavity is studied for a cylinder with crossflow–inline
flexibility, and the effect of the axial tip on higher harmonic fluid forces is shown to
have a significant reduction on the inline and crossflow oscillation components when
concave. As a separate project, flow-induced oscillations are made beneficial to the
operation of wind turbines via the study of larynx phonation to create an air-driven
ultrasound generator for use as a bat deterrent on wind turbine blades.
v
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

In this chapter, background is given for the wind energy applications of flowinduced oscillations, and the mechanisms of vortex–induced vibrations are detailed.

1.1

Introduction

In 2015, 41% of all power capacity added to the United States was wind turbine
based, bringing the national capacity to 74,000 MW or enough power for 20 million
homes [12]. In particular, some models predict a 7% contribution by offshore wind
power to the global energy supply by 2050 [38]. This figure is doubtlessly improved
by several large-scale proposed projects, such as 816 MW of floating wind turbines
(FOWTs) off the coast of Hawaii [95]. However current technology limits the market
penetration of offshore wind energy due to innately higher Levelized Cost of Energy
(LCOE) than both traditional onshore turbines and other energy sources [20].
If the turbine is permitted to float, a large percentage of global coastlines become
more viable for offshore wind. Places such as the Western US seaboard, Northern
Europe, Japan and China all quickly exceed 100 m of depth within kilometers of
shore [95]. If the LCOE of FOWTs can be reduced to competitive ranges these high
population density areas would considerably profit from the additional renewable
energy influx. While very particular FOWT deployment scenarios already have an
LCOE on par with a fixed-bottom offshore turbine [74], the costs can be brought
down more readily by better designing the subsea mooring system [104]. The subsea
mooring system consists of the mooring cables, anchors, and turbine platform (Figure
1

Figure 1.1. Various FOWT configurations compared to fixed-bottom structures.
Josh Bauer, NREL.

1.1), and better knowing the hydrodynamic forces acting on these structures enables
a more efficient, cheaper design.
The first operational FOWT array will be comprised of spar-type platforms [68].
A spar platform is essentially a high aspect-ratio cylinder partially filled with cement
ballast and with a hollow upwards portion [61]. This offset center of mass keeps the
cylinder upright and stable under various wind-wave loadings, and that stability is
why the first FOWT array is comprised of spar platforms. At over 100 m long however
there is the possibility for various flow-induced instabilities to occur on this uniform
hull if the turbine is moored in any net current.
Vortex–Induced Vibration (VIV) is a well-studied form of flow-induced instability
with implications for a broad range of design challenges ranging from cooling rods
to smoke stacks to mooring cables. A bluff body in flow will have an unstable wake,
which devolves into periodic shedding of large low pressure vortical structures, and
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thus periodic loading on the structure. For a flexible structure, feedback between
the oscillating structure and the periodic loading lock–in with each other, whereby
amplitudes grow until a limit-cycle oscillation is stabilized. VIV is well studied for
basic symmetric geometries, and even some more complex asymmetric bodies, but less
so for the multi degree of freedom systems which permit three dimensional oscillation.
These complex oscillations are what is permitted by the subsea mooring system
of FOWTs, and the main focus of the thesis. The uniform cylindrical hull of a spar
platform is one such system. Traditional VIV study limits rigid-body motion to at
most 2D crossflow-inline motion, while this structure can oscillate freely in threedimensional space about its mooring point. Although the most massive structure of
a FOWT assembly, the hull is only one aspect of how VIV interacts with the turbine.
Indeed the moorings, whether catenary or taut, present kilometers of flexible cabling
exposed to both uniform and shear flow. The most general study of these moorings
can consider the effect of curvature on wake interference. By constraining the cylinder
motion to crossflow and inline, established force reconstruction methods can be used
to check how the concavity of the mooring damps higher harmonic fluid forcing, an
important consideration for the fatigue life of the structure.
Thus far flow-induced oscillations have been cast as deleterious. It is possible
though to use this mechanical phenomenon to the benefit of the operation of the
turbine. By moving to the aeroelastic realm, flow-induced oscillations can be used to
produce acoustic emissions of very high frequency, within the ultrasonic range above
20 kHz. An example of these flow-induced oscillations is the flexible larynx which
bats control for their own ultrasonic phonation. In studying larynx mechanics, such
emissions can be replicated and modified biomimetically as a deterrent for bats and
birds near the spinning blade. In doing so, bat mortalities from the wind turbine can
be minimized without curtailing the operational regime of the turbine.
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This range of topics, from rigid-body motion of spar hulls and curved moorings
to the frequency-jumping and hysteretic nature of replicating larynxes as tensioned
films, comprise this thesis. Thus the thesis has the following structure, and goals of
each study:
Chapter 2 studies the fundamental fluid-structure interactions of flexibly-mounted
cylinders and prisms. Both cylindrical and square and triangular prisms are tested in
flow given pure 2D inline-crossflow flexibility. Applications include floating turbine
hulls in shallow water, where any movement would be almost purely 2D. Compared to
spar hulls which are cylindrical, many semi-submersible hulls have prismatic sections
exposed to flow. This chapter records the structural dynamics, wake interaction, and
fluid forces acting on these structures, and examines how these aspects change as the
angle of attack of the hull is changed. Notably for a square prism, when placed at an
angle of attack of α = 0◦ , odd-integer harmonics within the drag force acting on the
structure cause abrupt jerks on the hull in the inline direction, in conjunction with
strong side-to-side movement.
In chapter 3 the complete subsea system of a spar-type FOWT is considered. A
scale model of a spar platform is moored in flow but otherwise freely floating, with all
buoyancy and structural parameters matching those of full-sized spar prototypes. Free
to oscillate fully three dimensionally, both the pitching movement and tip oscillations
were recorded, permitting insight to the total response of the structure. Figure–
eight trajectories surpassing one diameter in amplitude were observed for certain flow
velocities. As current industrial design guidelines do not consider the influence of
VIV, this lends credence to the idea that this additional loading phenomenon should
be included in the structural design of these floating platforms. Furthermore, the
region of the spar which energizes the system was isolated by incrementally placing
VIV-suppressing strakes on the cylindrical hull, proving that certain inline-crossflow
phase angles are indicative of flow excitation.
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In chapter 4, the vortex–induced vibration (VIV) response of rigid curved cylinders flexibly mounted in crossflow and inline with varying concavity was examined.
Such study is aimed at observing how flow interacts with mooring cables depending
on whether their leading tip is upstream (concave) or downstream (convex) of the
upwards portion of the cylinder which is perpendicular to flow. The role of concavity on the higher harmonic fluid forces is compared to the pure–crossflow case, and
it is noted that the inclusion of an inline degree of freedom leads to substantially
lower crossflow amplitudes when concave, compared to convex. Furthermore, the extended branch observed in the pure–crossflow concave case is mostly eliminated for
the two-dimensional cylinder.
In chapter 5, aerodynamic flow-induced oscillations are considered in context of
generating broad banded ultrasonic noise. While a different flow medium than the
other chapters, the knowledge gained is important for the study of continuously flexible structures. This is an experimental, biomimetic approach whereby the mechanisms used within bat larynxes to generate ultrasound are reproduced and improved
upon. A highly nonlinear response, the effects on acoustic emission of larynx geometry, tension and flow velocity are extensively investigated. The application this work
is to deter migratory bats from the vicinity of the swept rotor area of spinning wind
turbine blades.
Chapter 6 details the general conclusions and contributions of the present thesis. In addition, proposed future works are outlined which may continue the topics
discussed in this project.

1.2

Bluff bodies in flow

One of the most fundamental bluff bodies to study in flow is that of a uniform
cylinder. Here the bluff body is used to contrast the flow field of streamlined bodies,
whereby their tapered points prevent flow separation. For this uniform cylinder, the
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Figure 1.2. For Re > 5, the pressure distribution along the cylinder no longer follows
potential flow theory due to flow separation.

classically defined Reynolds number [81] relates the inertial flow terms to the viscous
flow terms, as

Re = ρ

UD
µ

(1.1)

where ρ is the fluid density, µ the dynamic viscosity, U the flow velocity and D a
characteristic length (usually cylinder diameter in this thesis). To consider flow about
a fixed cylinder for varying Reynolds numbers, for Re < 5 the flow remains attached to
the cylinder, and 5 < Re < 40 represents the first range for which vortices are formed.
This flow detachment phenomenon is indicative of a break from the assumptions of
potential flow theory, and the system can no longer be approximated as inviscid
(Figure 1.2).
Of interest is that while the vortex pair forms in the wake, the flow is still too
dominated by viscous forces to entrain the opposing shear layer. Without this shear
layer mechanic the vortices are unable to shed, and instead continue to circulate
attached to the cylinder [13]. This bound vortex pair is called Foppl vortices, and
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Figure 1.3. Flow visualization of vortex shedding regimes at (a) Re = 36, with
attached Foppl vortices, and (b) Re = 180, with a stable von Karman vortex street.
These were conducted using techniques detailed in chapter 3

7

Figure 1.4. Strouhal number findings for Re = 40-107 , from [67].

can be seen in 1.3(a). As the flow velocity increases, one of vortices will gain enough
strength to entrain the opposing shear layer. In doing so, it severs the shear layer, from
which it was being fed, and is shed downstream (Figure 1.3(b)). This phenomenon
is one of the fundamental driving mechanisms of flow-induced oscillation. The rate
of vortex shedding scales directly with flow velocity for fixed uniform cylinders in
flow and, based on the original experiments by Vincenc Strouhal [98], collapses as the
Strouhal number

St =

fvs D
U

(1.2)

where fvs is the vortex shedding frequency. The Strouhal number can be approximated as a constant for subcritical Reynolds numbers (Re < 105 ). Although St
depends on the geometry surface condition of the cylinder, St = 0.2 is a valid approximation for uniform cylinders of 103 < Re < 105 (1.4) [67], while St = 1 − 21 /Re
for Re = 40–200 [82]. For non-circular bodies, the Strouhal number must either be
determined experimentally or approximated numerically.
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As the vortices are shed, they are convected downstream by the flow while they
gradually dissipate through viscous effects. For a symmetric cylinder, the vortices are
uniformly staggered and this stable pattern is known as a von Karman vortex street
([17],[111]). The vortex street is stable for most orders of Re, except for during what
is known as a drag crisis, a narrow Reynolds range where the wake is very disorganized
as the boundary layer transitions to turbulence (1.5). As the boundary layer is neither
fully laminar nor fully turbulent, pockets of the flow chaotically form what are known
as separation bubbles as each locality transitions to turbulence [13]. During this
transitory phase, the separation bubbles chaotically shift the circumferential shedding
point of the vortices, preventing the periodicity which permits stable vortex shedding.
Once fully turbulent, past Re > 106 , the circumferential vortex separation points
become more stable due to the boundary layer completely transitioning to turbulence
and a fully turbulent vortex shedding pattern appears [13].

1.3

Vortex–Induced Vibrations

If the same bluff body previously mentioned is flexibly mounted, it will have natural frequencies dependent on the stiffness and degrees of freedom of the mounting, the
mass of the body and the damping in the system. As a classical vibration example,
a one-dimensional, mass-spring-damper system would reach resonance if a periodic
forcing function acts upon it at the system’s natural frequency. In the case of vortex–
induced vibration (VIV), the vortex shedding is this periodic forcing function. To
return to the pressure differential shown in figure 1.2, vortices are low pressure by
nature of their circulation and these low-pressure regions manifest as lift and drag
forces acting on the cylinder. Minor perturbations from the flow induce an initial
displacement, and the displacement provides a synchronization mechanism between
the structural oscillation and the vortex shedding: oscillation forces the vortex shedding to correlate along the length of the cylinder, bringing the lift forces into phase
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Figure 1.5. Progression of vortex regimes for higher Reynolds numbers, from [67].
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Figure 1.6. The relation between the velocity-synchronous lift coefficient and the
oscillation amplitude. Positive values grow in amplitude, while negative values decay.
Reproduced from Gopalkrishnan (1993)[46].

and resulting in increasing amplitude. The measure of how well synchronized vortex
shedding is along the length of a cylinder is the “correlation length”. If a vortex is
shed along the entire length of the cylinder, the correlation length is 1 (normalized
by the length of the cylinder). An increase in amplitude in turn feeds back into increasing the correlation length. The limit to this amplitude is based on the inertia
of the system, which includes hydrodynamic added mass, and gives the limit cycle
oscillation for each particular flow velocity. If the oscillation surpasses the velocitydependent limit cycle amplitude, the lift-acceleration phase angle becomes negative
and damps the amplitude until this dynamic stability condition is met (Figure 1.6).
For low velocities whereby the shedding frequency is far below the natural frequency of the cylinder, the system behaves as a traditional forced oscillator in that
for increasing flow velocity, the oscillation amplitude increases due to the shedding
frequency approaching the structure’s natural frequency. However, to emphasize the
effect of the shedding frequency fvs approaching the natural frequency fn , let us
reorganize and substitute fn in the Strouhal trend as per Blevins (1990)[18]:
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fn D
fvs D
=
U
U
1
U
=
=5
fn D
0.2

0.2 =

(1.3)

This inversion and substituted form of the Strouhal trend is what is known
as the reduced velocity, U ∗ . Importantly, note the factor of 5 which relates the
two. As U ∗ approaches 5, the shedding frequency equalizes with the natural frequency. For an ideal cylinder, this velocity marks the onset of lock–in between the
oscillation frequency and vortex shedding frequency, about the natural frequency
([13],[18],[86],[113]). A 1:1 frequency is held over a range of different flow velocities,
the lock–in range, as indicated by a break from the Strouhal trend, and this coupling
between the oscillation and the flow forces is what differentiates VIV from classic
resonance. There are many reviews on the fundamentals of this topic, in particular
those of Bearman (1984)[13], Sarpkaya (2004)[86], and Williamson and Govardhan
(2004)[113].

1.4

Nondimensionalizing VIV

For a classical one-dimensional forced oscillator, the equation of oscillation motion
is well known to be

F = mÿ + cẏ + ky

(1.4)

where F is the fluid force, m the moving mass, c the structural damping and k
the spring stiffness constant. y will be referred to as the crossflow degree of freedom
given by the spring. As discussed in [113] and [65], the F term in Equation 1.4 can
be assumed to be sinusoidal during lock–in due to the periodic vortex shedding being
correlated to the oscillation frequency, and simplified to
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Figure 1.7. Vortex–induced vibration lock–in range for a uniform cylinder, with the
Strouhal trend dotted.

Figure 1.8. Classical one-dimensional forced mass-spring-damper system.
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F (t) = F0 sin(ωt + φ)

(1.5)

where ω is the oscillation angular frequency and φ the phase angle. The oscillatory
response of the body will similarly be of the form

y(t) = y0 sin(ωt)

(1.6)

again with ω is the oscillation angular frequency. Khalak and Williamson [65]
formulated a well-known set of dimensionless parameters which collapse the dimensionless amplitude response of a uniform cylinder to parameters of m∗ , U ∗ , f ∗ , and
CEA . The common m∗ mass-ratio is a relation between the mass of the moving body
and the displaced fluid mass, thus
m
ρV

m∗ =

(1.7)

where m is the moving mass, ρ the fluid density and V the displaced fluid volume.
U ∗ , A∗ , and f ∗ , the reduced velocity, amplitude ratio and frequency ratio respectively,
are defined as
U
fn D

(1.8)

A∗ =

A
D

(1.9)

f∗ =

fos
fn

(1.10)

U∗ =

where U is the dimensional flow velocity, fn the natural frequency in still fluid, D
the cylinder diameter and fos the oscillation frequency. Khalak and Williamson [65]
derived a relationship between these as
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1
Cy sinφ
A = 3 ∗
4π (m + CA )ζ
∗

r
∗

f =



U∗
f∗

2

f∗

m∗ + CA
m∗ + CEA

(1.11)

(1.12)

where the modified mass-damping parameter α = (m∗ + CA )ζ first appears in the
A∗ term and uses the potential mass coefficient (CA = 1, from potential flow theory),
while the frequency response f ∗ makes use of the effective added mass coefficient as
well:

CEA

1 Cy cosφ
= 3
2π
A∗



U∗
f∗

2
(1.13)

The Cy term found throughout these parameters is the lift force coefficient :

Cy =

Fy
0.5ρU 2 DL

(1.14)

The present work considers only systems with light viscous damping, meaning
the common simplification of the damping ratio ζ for underdamped systems may be
applied:
1
c
ζ= p
=q
2 k(m + ma )
1+


2π 2
δ

(1.15)

where the only new terms are δ, the logarithmic decrement, and ma is the added
mass

ma = Ca ρV

(1.16)

such that the added mass coefficient is multiplied by the displaced fluid mass to
find the total added mass. These parameters are compatible with the form of a forced
underdamped oscillator equation of motion, and plugging them back in gives
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Figure 1.9. Solutions of the wake oscillator model.

(m + ma )ÿ + (c − 0.5ρU 2 DCLV )ẏ + ky = 0

(1.17)

where the fluid forces have been wrapped into the damping term.

1.5

The wake oscillator model

The similarities between the basic equations of motion reported in Chapter 1.4
and a self-excited oscillator have inspired efforts in the past to attempt to model VIV
as a simple nonlinear oscillator based off the van der Pol equation ([18], [50], [94]).
The model is devised around the underdamped forced oscillator equation of motion,
plugging in the equivalent dimensionless parameters and coupling the resultant to the
van der Pol equation. The reader is referred to the literature for the full derivation
([18], [40], [50], [94]). The amplitude and frequency response can then be found by
solving the coupled differential equations of

00

Y + (2ζ∆ +
00

0
γ
M
)Y + ∆2 Y = ∗ q
∗
m1
m1
2

0

q + (q − 1)q + q = AY
16

00

(1.18)

and

∆ = 2π

1 1
St U ∗

(1.19)

Here γ, M , A and  are empirically derived constants [40], with the other variables
defined in the previous section. The solution to the above equations can be seen in
Figure 1.9 for varying m∗ ζ values. Compared to experimental results (Figure 1.7), one
can observe that the wake oscillator model matches neither the width nor the peak
amplitude of actual results. This is from several innate assumptions for the derivations
of the terms: inviscid, two-dimensional flow with the forcing terms only dependent
on fluid velocity and acceleration. These, amongst other weaknesses [84], prevent
accurate results when compared to experimental data or, more recently, stronglycoupled computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations of flexibly mounted uniform
cylinders.
However, the wake oscillator model reasonably predicts the oscillation frequency.
To refer back to offshore engineering applications, the peak amplitude for a moderate
m∗ cylinder undergoing VIV is A∗ ≈ 1, meaning for flexible structures the chief failure
mode is not ultimate failure but rather fatigue damage resulting from the continuous
oscillation of the structure. As the wake oscillator model can model the oscillation
frequency, it can be used for designing against fatigue [72]. Thus, the wake oscillator
model does have some utility in this regard, particularly when tuned with empirical
constants similar to the desired environment.

1.6

Response of a cylinder with crossflow flexibility

The canonical uniform cylinder flexibly mounted in crossflow has widely been used
to study the influence of various structural parameters. For this fundamental case,
a topic of thorough research has been the effects of oscillatory mass and structural
damping, which as seen in equation 1.11 point to an inverse relation with the maxi-
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Table 1.1. Important dimensionless parameters
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Figure 1.10. Comparison between high mass-damping (Khalak and Williamson [64],
m∗ ζ ≈ 0.013) and low mass-damping (Feng [41], m∗ ζ ≈ 0.34) systems, from Khalak
and Williamson [65].

mum amplitude. In Figure 1.10 high mass-damping results of Feng [41] are reported
with m∗ ζ ≈ 0.34 for comparison with Khalak and Williamson 1997 [64], with low
mass-damping m∗ ζ ≈ 0.013. Evident at low mass-damping is the appearance of three
distinct branches: the initial, upper and lower branches. Govardhan and Williamson
[47] experimentally found a relation for very low values of m∗ ζ whereby the upper
branch actually sees divergent amplitudes as m∗ trends towards zero. Importantly,
they also deduced that this was a result of the lock–in region becoming infinitely
wide. Extrapolating their data, they found a critical mass ratio of m∗ ≈ 0.54 for this
to occur. This has significance for tension–leg wind turbine platforms, which due to
the tension in the anchors have an overall mass ratio below 1, and may approach this
region.
The trend of how the initial, upper and lower branches reduce in amplitude depending on m∗ and ζ has long been a topic of research in VIV. One early method at
doing so is the Skop-Griffin parameter
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SG = 2π 3 St2 m∗ ζ

(1.20)

where St is previously discussed Strouhal number and all other parameters previously defined. The Skop-Griffin number has proven robust at collapsing the maximum oscillation amplitude for cylinders with crossflow flexibility against this combined mass and damping parameter ([49], [93]), but has also received criticism ([85],
[84],[83]). Criticism posited that for small values of SG , m∗ and ζ cannot be linearly
coupled as they both influence the amplitude response separately. This skepticism
was supported largely by the scatter within the data used to generate the Griffin plot,
observable when plotted in log-linear space. However SG shows agreement for more
general trends. An alternate approach avoids coupling the mass and damping ratios
[86] by deriving the maximum oscillation amplitude as
1 ρf
A = 0.5CL sinφ 3
2π ζ ρm
∗


2 
2
U
ρf
1 + Ca
ρm
fn D

(1.21)

In this form, m∗ is replaced by ρf /ρm , a ratio of the equivalent densities of the
structure and the fluid. Despite avoiding the ambiguity concerning the mass-damping
parameter, this form is less common. The usefulness of the mass-damping parameter
was improved by applying a correction factor to account for the hydrodynamic mass:
as derived previously [65] the mass-damping parameter (m∗ + Ca )ζ provides a better
trend relating amplitudes to oscillatory mass ([48],[65]), seen in Figure 1.11, and it
was found to collapse the results of 2D oscillations equally as well.

1.7

Flow forces

Taking force measurements allows insight as to why the amplitude decreases after
the upper branch, despite the oscillation frequency still being locked-in with the vortex
shedding frequency. Figure 1.12 shows experimental data for the in-phase coefficient
of lift at different reduced velocities. This can be found via forcing the cylinder
20

Figure 1.11. Increasing mass and damping logarithmically decreases the maximum
amplitude, from [114]. The two trend lines report the amplitude of the upper and
lower branches.

to oscillate in the flow rather than allowing natural free vibrations, and measuring
the lift forces simultaneously with the oscillation profile. Sarpkaya [83] conducted
an extensive campaign of such tests, providing a wide range of lift coefficients for
different conditions. The significance of a positive CY cosφ (also known as CLV ) value
is that it effectively indicates negative damping, remembering the equation of motion
of form Eq. 1.17. During lock–in the oscillation amplitude increases until CLV reaches
equilibrium
Figure 1.13 reports phase angle measurements for forced (Bearman and Curie
[14]) and free (Feng [41]) oscillations of a rigid cylinder. Of note is that the discontinuous phase jump recorded by Feng is actually a continuous change for physical
systems. The phase jump indicates the significance of the exact timing in the oscillation of the cylinder when the vortex sheds, and correspondingly when the lift is
at maximum. Vortices being shed out of phase with the oscillation coincide with a
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Figure 1.12. In-phase lift coefficient for different reduced velocities using a forced–
oscillation experiment, from [83].

decreased amplitude due to Cy cosφ now being much reduced. What this looks like
in the physical sense is a sudden change between vortex shedding modes. Rather
than shedding one vortex per side, the phase jump means now two are shed per side
(Figure 1.14(a)). These two modes are known as 2S and 2P respectively (Williamson
and Jauvtis [114]). Mapping out the vortex modes of the initial, upper and lower
branches shows the relation between the phase jump, Cy cosφ, and the change to 2P
shedding (Figure 1.14(b)).

1.8

Systems with multiple degrees of freedom

The discussion thus far has only concerned rigid cylinders with crossflow freedom.
However, the loading imparted on even a simplified 2D cylinder via vortex shedding
clearly exists in more than purely the crossflow direction, with a periodic inline force
also present. For a circular cylinder, the lift force in crossflow is resultant from vortices
shed from each side of the cylinder, which counteract eachother. In the inline direction
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Figure 1.13. Phase angle measurements for forced (Bearman and Curie [14]) and
free (Feng [41]) oscillations of a rigid cylinder.

however, each vortex shed imparts a drag force on the cylinder without counteraction.
Therefore for a symmetric cylinder there is a 2:1 ratio between the frequency of the
lift force and the frequency of the drag force. If given additional flexibility in the
inline direction, the cylinder can resonate due to both lift and drag at this 2:1 ratio.
While for high mass systems (m∗ > 6) the inline contribution is negligible ([59],
[85]), significant changes in the peak amplitude occur as the mass ratio is reduced
([32],[31],[30]). While the inline oscillation is small in amplitude compared to that of
crossflow, the interaction between the two degrees of freedom can permit a greater
transference of energy from the fluid to the cylinder and higher crossflow amplitudes
than comparable cylinders with pure crossflow freedom. For example, if the structural
crossflow-inline stiffness ratio is tuned to the same 2:1 fluid excitation frequency, the
amplitude in crossflow surpasses that of purely transverse motion (Figure 1.15). This
biharmonic oscillation [85]) mapped as a two-dimensional orbit appears as a figure–
eight trajectory, with a directionality defined by the inline-crossflow phase angle.
Nomenclature coined by Dahl et al. (Dahl [31],[30]) here defines the directionality
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Figure 1.14. Definitions of (a) first two primary shedding modes (from [114]), and
(b) how the change in shedding modes corresponds to transitions between branches
(from [47]).
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Figure 1.15. Sample data of a uniform cylinder with 2:1 natural frequency ratio
and m∗ = 4.65. See Chapter 4 for methodology.

to be counter-clockwise if the cylinder oscillates into the flow at the extrema of the
crossflow oscillation. Conversely, it is called clockwise if it rotates with the flow at
that point [30]. Seen from above with left–right flow, the upper orbit of a figure–right
would be correspondingly CCW or CW. Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) studies
have shown that for a flexible cylinder in cross-flow, CCW regions indicate structural
excitation by the flow [22].
Just as high mass systems damp this dual resonance condition, so too does structural stiffness ratios removed from the 2:1 excitation ratio (Dahl [31],[30]). From an
incremental series of stiffness ratios ranging from 1 to 2, Dahl et al. observed the
figure–eight orbit to decrease in transverse amplitude, and a much greater decrease
in inline amplitude. This collapses the response back to approximately that of a onedimensional motion. Their findings at a 2:1 stiffness ratio though support tests by
Williamson and Jauvtis [114]. With extensive flow mapping, they observed a “superupper” branch at A∗ ≈ 1.5 for a low mass cylinder (m∗ ≈ 2.6) whereby a new “2T”
shedding mode was driving this large-amplitude motion Figure 1.16. 2T means two
vortex triplets shed per oscillation, following common vortex shedding nomenclature
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Figure 1.16. The appearance of a ”super-upper” branch for low m* cylinders
mounted in 2D , from [114].

(Williamson and Roshko [115]). Higher harmonic force components were recorded
both for the super-upper branch (Jauvtis and Williamson [59]) and, more generally,
for most biharmonic oscillations near peak amplitude (Dahl et al. [31]).

1.9

Continuously flexible structures

The study of rigid cylinders takes advantage of the fact that, despite being flexibly
mounted, the portion of the structure in contact with flow never changes geometry.
This is a simplification which forces the fluid forces to respond only to the excitation
modes of the structure’s fixture. To move beyond this limitation, a continuously
flexible structure would have infinitely many modes which could be excited by the
flow ([22], [54], [71], [77],[77], [109]). In uniform flow, very complex interactions
occur as the shedding frequency intermittently locks-on with different portions of the
cylinder, causing the cylinder to jump between modes (Figure 1.17). Traveling waves
form as competing instabilities prevent the formation of stable correlated regions
[108]. This results in numerous changes for VIV of a flexible cylinder compared to
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Figure 1.17. A flexible cylinder simulated via DNS for sheared cross-flow, from [22].

that of a rigid cylinder. For instance, the Independence Principle states that for
inclined rigid cylinders, axial flow along the cylinder is unimportant and the response
is governed only by the component of flow normal to the cylinder. This holds true
for a wide range of inclinations ([55], [99]), and in the past was assumed to hold true
for the same range for flexible cylinders [60]. For continuously flexible cylinders the
Indepence Principle has been proven to be inaccurate for certain inclintations. ([21],
[92]).
The current state of research for flexible cylinders is moving towards multi-body
interaction. Little is known about the interactions between clustered or even tandem
cylinders, despite being recognized as having great significance from an engineering
design perspective for offshore risers or cooling rods ([18], [117]). There have been
studies on clustered cylinders in axial flow [43], where the flow is simpler due to
the lack of wake interaction, but for cross-flow only simplified structures have been
considered, i.e. rigid cylinders with flexible mountings [78]. More recently, it has been
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observed that wake-induced oscillation is the dominant mode for a flexible cylinder
in tandem, though VIV is also present ([52], [54], [53]). This shows similarity to rigid
tandem cylinders, where the downstream cylinder actually encounters the greater
loading of the two [6], but with the key distinction that the spacing between the
cylinders has little effect on the wake-induced oscillations for a flexible cylinder. This
eliminates another assumption inherited from the study of rigid cylinders, as there
the spacing greatly changes the fluid forces recorded on the downstream cylinder ([9],
[10]).
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CHAPTER 2
VORTEX-SURFACE ALIGNMENT FOR PRISMS WITH
CROSSFLOW-INLINE FREEDOM

In this chapter, vortex alignment with the afterbody of asymmetric flexiblymounted prisms and the resulting flow-induced vibrations are studied. Square and
triangular prisms were studied experimentally for all angles of attack, and it was
observed that the lift and drag coefficients approach their maximum values for cases
when the surface normal angle of the afterbody aligns with the vortex shedding angle. New results pertaining to a kink in a galloping-type response are presented,
and we discovered it manifests with an even greater influence for a system with 2D
dual-resonance permitted.

2.1

Introduction

A cylinder free to oscillate in the crossflow direction has been extensively studied
as a canonical example of vortex-induced vibration: a phenomenon whereby for a
structure in fluid flow the frequency of vortex shedding can lock-in with the structure’s
oscillation frequency and remain locked-in for a range of flow velocities, creating
the lock-in region. Across this region, large-amplitude oscillations occur. There
are numerous review papers on this topic (e.g. [13], [113], [84]). There are also
some studies for a cylinder with two degrees of freedom. Jauvtis and Williamson
[59] provide a thorough summary of VIV of a cylinder with two degrees of freedom,
followed by studies by Dahl et al. on the topic ([30], [31], [32]). Notably, when
permitted to resonate in both the inline and crossflow directions, significantly higher
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oscillation amplitudes can be observed in the crossflow direction, resulting in a superupper branch, which is accompanied by 2T vortex shedding for structures with low
m∗ (m∗ <6) [59]. This results in a figure-eight amplitude profile, where the inline
component oscillates at twice the frequency of the crossflow oscillation.
Since vortices are shed per cycle from both sides of the cylinder, the apparent
force on the structure in the inline direction is acting twice per cycle (2f) while the
force in the crossflow direction is only at 1f. Dahl et al. ([30], [31], [32]) coined the
terminology of clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) directionality to the
figure-eight orbits based on the crossflow-inline phase angle. If the cylinder oscillates
into the flow at the extremes of the crossflow movement, the response is said to be
counterclockwise. If flow is left-right when looking at the orbit, the upper lobe of
the orbit has counterclockwise directionality for these cases. Importantly, studies
investigating the flow-induced vibrations of continuously flexible cylinders see that
portions of the cylinder which correspond to structural excitation undergo CCW
orbits, while those portions that are actually damping the response could undergo
either CW or CCW orbits [73][22]. This has also been confirmed for rigid cylinders
free to oscillate in crossflow and inline, and also rotate about a central mooring point.
By showing that if VIV is suppressed only in the portion of the cylinder otherwise
undergoing CCW motion during resonance, VIV is suppressed for the structure as a
whole [27].
In giving background to the effect of multiple degrees of freedom, it should be
noted that the studies discussed prior have exclusively considered cylinders with a
uniform circular section. When this symmetry is broken, other forms of flow-induced
oscillations can occur, such as galloping. A galloping–type response occurs when
an angle of relative flow brings fluid forces into phase with the velocity of oscillation,
resulting in high amplitude oscillations which continue to grow in magnitude for higher
velocities: whereas vortex-induced vibrations only have a limited velocity range where
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a stable equilibrium is reached, and decay to zero outside this region. In the past it
has been observed that a square prism with one side close to perpendicular to flow
and with a crossflow degree of freedom experiences galloping for angles of attack up to
7.5◦ ([120], [75]) (where the angle of attack is defined as the angle between the surface
normal of the trailing face and the inline direction, but has a narrow region between
α = 7.5◦ −10◦ where both VIV and galloping are exhibited as the response transitions
to mainly VIV [75]. For higher angles of attack, the response is predominantly VIV.
It has been shown that the galloping response at α = 0◦ experiences kinks ([16],
[75]), and it has recently been explained by Zhao et al. [119] that these kinks are
from odd-integer synchronization between the shedding frequency and the oscillation
frequency. In other words, while the prism gallops throughout the U ∗ range, certain
velocities allow synchronization and VIV. Uniquely, all these cases have been for pure
crossflow degree of freedom, but Zhao et al. [123] [122] performed numerical analysis
for a square prism with 1:1 crossflow–inline stiffness. They imposed a mass ratio of
m∗ ≈ 3 and performed simulations at α = 0◦ , 22◦ and 45◦ . In a break from previous
findings, Zhao, M. et al. [123] reported a limited lock–in region at α = 0◦ , before
transitioning to a galloping response with an amplitude much smaller than the 1D
experimental findings of Zhao, J. et al. [119]. Despite the 1:1 stiffness ratio, the
mass ratio was sufficiently small for the cylinder to undergo “soft lock–in”, whereby
the inline oscillation frequency detunes from the natural frequency and matches the
shedding frequency at twice the natural frequency [70]. This ratio is due to symmetry
in the inline direction.
Compared to the square case, a triangular prism with a crossflow degree of freedom is notable in that the triangular case is completely asymmetric about fore-aft,
while the square has mirrored asymmetry. Several recent studies have considered the
equilateral triangle case ([3], [2], [4], [1], [91]). The experimental works by Alonso et
al. ([3], [2]) considered a pendulum-mounted prism (crossflow freedom with a slight
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inline contribution) and recorded the oscillation response and instability regions for
varying angles of attack and varying leading vertex angles. They showed that both α
(the angle of attack) and β (the lead vertex angle), influence the onset of galloping.
Alonso et al. 2012 [4] continued to expand the instability map for a triangular by also
considering hysteresis. They showed the instability regions agreed with the findings
of Parkinson and Smith [80], in that the the galloping instability can is related to the
slope of lift versus α and furthermore that hysteresis occurs at inflection points of
CL vs α. Seyed-Aghazadeh et al. 2017 [91] considered a prism mounted with a pure
crossflow degree of freedom and investigated the wake modes, oscillation response and
fluid forces for α = 0◦ − 60◦ and U ∗ = 3–23. They showed a limited range between
α = 30◦ − 35◦ where both VIV and galloping occur at different U ∗ ranges. Between
U ∗ = 7–14.5, the response resembles VIV in that lock–in has a minimum and maximum velocity. No response was observed for U ∗ = 14.5–19.5, and galloping begins
past U ∗ = 19.5 for these angles. A pure galloping response was recorded for all cases
above 35◦ whereby the amplitude grows proportionally with velocity. This was confirmed as high frequency vortex shedding, while the cylinder’s oscillation frequency
was below the natural frequency.
The present study considers the flow-induced vibration of a square prism with
crossflow–inline freedom, tuned such that fnIL = 2 × fnCF . Of interest is whether
the synchronization kinks reported for crossflow galloping also occur in 2D, and any
corresponding change to the odd-integer lift and drag harmonics.

2.2

Experimental Method

Experiments were run in a recirculating water tunnel with a 1.27 × 0.5 × 0.38
m test section which has a turbulence intensity below 1% for flow velocities up to
1 m/s. Using bubble-image velocity, the uniformity of flow was measured to be
within 2-8% of the nominal flow velocity for the free–stream (i.e. excluding the
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Figure 2.1. Angle of attack orientation for the square and triangular prisms, where
α is given by the trailing face of the afterbody.

wall effects). For additional discussion on the bubble-image velocimetry technique,
see Seyed-Aghazadeh et al. [91]. A mounting apparatus was constructed which
used two planar air bearings to support a lightweight aluminum truss, permitting
it to move freely in a plane. Relatively long springs (254 mm) connect the truss
to a rigidly-fixed frame attached to the test section, with the length of the springs
chosen to minimize the structural coupling in the crossflow and inline directions.
Non-contacting displacement sensors fixed to the frame measured the movement of
the truss in the crossflow and inline directions. As peak displacements approach
25 mm, the maximum angular deflection of the springs is thus below 6◦ . FFT of
arbitrary displacements showed crossflow–inline coupling to be on the order of 1%,
i.e. the frequency contribution of the perpendicular component was approximately
1% that of the orientation of the displacement sensor. Between the truss and the
surface-piercing cylinder, a six-axis ATI Nano-17 force sensor directly measured any
forces acting on the cylinder. All results in the present work had the inertia of the
combined cylinder and attachment load subtracted from the forces recorded by the
sensor.
The bluff bodies considered included a circular cylinder, a triangular cross-section,
and a square cross-section. For the square and triangular prisms, the angle of attack
is defined by the angle that the trailing face makes with respect to the incoming
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Figure 2.2. Drawing of the recirculating water tunnel used in the present thesis.

Figure 2.3. Sample flow profile of the test section seen in Figure 2.2 taken at 76
mm/s. Flow uniformity of the free–stream within 2-8% of nominal velocity. Reproduced from Seyed-Aghazadeh et al. [91].
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flow. (Figure 2.1). The cylinder and the square prism were manufactured from
a lightweight ABS plastic using 3D printing to give them a hollow interior, and a
maximum diameter of 2.54 cm for the circular cylinder and 1.9 cm for the square
prism. The mass ratio (defined as m∗ =

m
ρV

where m is the moving mass, ρ the fluid

density, and V the displaced fluid volume) was m∗ ≈ 2.54 for the circular cylinder
and m∗ ≈ 4.52 for the square cylinder. The triangular prism was previously used in
a study for 1D VIV and galloping, has a higher mass ratio at m∗ ≈ 27.9. The aspect
ratio, L/D, was 8.5 for the circular cylinder, 11.4 for the triangular prism, and 17.8
for the square prism.
For flow visualization, a 50 µm platinum wire was mounted at the midplane of
the test section, 3 cm upstream from the cylinder. A 100 volt, 2 amp power supply
connected the platinum wire to two carbon plates below the wire, and the voltage
potential between the platinum and carbon created a stream of hydrogen gas from the
platinum wire via hydrolysis. The bubble field thickness was of the order of the wire
diameter (50 µm), and was illuminated by two light-emitting diode (LED) lighting
banks such that a high-speed camera could capture vortices shed from the cylinder
within the plane of the bubble field.

2.3

Response of the circular cylinder

The apparatus was first validated for the VIV response of a uniform cylinder with
fnIL = 2 ×fnCF , where fnIL and fnCF are the natural frequencies in otherwise still
fluid, in the inline and crossflow directions, respectively. The results of these tests
will be compared against existing experimental data ([31], [114], [86]).
In Figure 2.4, the oscillation orbits, crossflow-inline phase angle, and lift-acceleration
phase angle are shown for all U ∗ . Below U ∗ = 3.96 the wake is symmetric and vortices
are shed into the far wake, thereby no imposing periodic forces on the cylinder (Figure 2.5(a)). The reduced velocity of U ∗ = 3.96 marks the onset of synchronization
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a.

b.

Figure 2.4. Amplitude and phase plots for a circular cylinder undergoing dualresonance across the lock-in U ∗ range.

between vortex shedding and the cylinder’s oscillation in the inline direction (Figure
2.5(b)). Minute disturbances within the flow provide some initial movement, and the
shedding of vortex pairs becomes synchronized with the oscillation frequency. This
shedding regime is known to occur for cylinders with one degree of freedom in the
inline direction [25][26], but the addition of a crossflow degree of freedom results in
a narrowing in the width of the U ∗ range for which symmetric shedding is observed.
Purely symmetric shedding was only observed at U ∗ = 3.96, but the courseness of the
velocity increments limits commenting on the width of this range. At U ∗ = 4.3 the
crossflow component also synchronizes, and competition emerges between the symmetric and alternating shedding modes (Figure 2.6(a)). Similar mode progression was
observed by Cagney and Balabani 2014 [25], for a cylinder with a 1:1 stiffness ratio
of fnIL = 1 ×fnCF .
A growth was observed in the crossflow-inline phase angle as amplitudes increase
during the onset of oscillations for low U ∗ (Figure 2.4). In this region, mode competition yields to predominantly alternating shedding, with vortices shedding from
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the cylinder at close to 45◦ between crossflow and inline (Figure 2.6(b)). At low U ∗ ,
this shedding angle results in a strong inline component which can be observed in
the absence of the larger mean drag forces which manifest for higher U ∗ cases under
lock-in. Thus, these cases have the highest inline-crossflow phase angle, approaching
40 degrees. As the drag force builds for higher U ∗ , we observe a decrease in the CFIL phase angle. Seen in Figure 2.7(a,b), this was attributed to the vortex shedding
angle moving further to the side of the cylinder, leading to vortices shedding earlier
in the cycle and closer in-phase with the crossflow oscillation. While the high phase
angle cases had a dominant 2f component in the drag coefficient (Figure 2.8(b)), responses outside that region, with lower phase angles, were driven by 1f lift forces for
low U ∗ , and 3f lift forces for higher U ∗ (Figure 2.8(a)). For low U ∗ , the drag force
was observed to desynchronize as crossflow motion begins, appearing as a dip in the
drag coefficient and a break in the previously increasing fluctuating drag frequency
at U ∗ = 5.75. This aligns with the initial formation of the 3f lift force harmonic, and
subsequently the peak fluctuating drag force at 2f as the crossflow-inline phase angle
reaches its maximum value near U ∗ = 5.7-6.

2.4

Square prism VIV

A D-cylinder has been used in previous studies to determine the importance of
the afterbody (whereby if the flat face is upstream or downstream, the forebody or
afterbody is completely eliminated). However, recently it has been discovered that
the D-cylinder afterbody is not needed for VIV under certain conditions by Zhao
et al. [118], contrary to numerous studies indicating that the afterbody is required
for either VIV or galloping ([24], [15], [79]). As opposed to the D-cylinder in the
literature, a square prism has a forebody symmetric to the afterbody. For a square
prism with a pure crossflow degree of freedom, the structure is known to respond with
both VIV and galloping-like responses depending on the angle of attack ([13], [119]).
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Figure 2.5. For U ∗ below and at the onset of oscillation, symmetric vortices are (a)
shed into the far wake when the lack of oscillation prevents synchronization, then (b)
attach to the afterbody and resonate the inline component of the structure. At U ∗
= 3.96, the oscillation is almost purely inline.

Figure 2.6. At U ∗ close to the onset of oscillation, the wake has a degree of symmetry
but is always competitive. The shedding angle in (b) is held throughout U ∗ = 5-6,
bringing the crossflow-inline phase angle from 14◦ at U ∗ = 5, to 39◦ at U ∗ = 5.7 and
37◦ at U ∗ = 6.
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Figure 2.7. For increasing U ∗ , the shedding angle increases, collapsing the inline
response.

Figure 2.8. Frequency contents of the fluctuating lift and drag coefficients for the
circular cylinder.
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Figure 2.9. The square prism at 45◦ has a similar vortex-induced vibration response
as the circular cylinder.

A square prism with two degrees of freedom has not been studied experimentally, and
only recently been considered numerically by Zhao et al. [122][123]. Using the same
methods described in the prior sections, we placed a square prism in flow for angles
of attack of 0◦ , 22.5◦ , and 45◦ . This range encompasses all possible angles of attack,
as the structure has symmetry beyond 45◦ .
Prior studies have observed the 1D VIV response of a square prism at 45◦ angle
of attack. The symmetry of the prism permits shedding patterns similar to those of a
circular cylinder undergoing VIV, and thus the square prism responds with classical
vortex-induced vibrations across a similar U ∗ range as the uniform cylinder. Seen in
Figure 2.9 are response orbits and sample flow visualizations for the square prism at
45◦ . For U ∗ close to the onset of oscillations (U ∗ = 5.1), 2S vortex shedding dominates
the response and a high CF-IL phasing results in a crescent-shaped orbit similar to
that of a uniform cylinder near lock-in. For U ∗ = 6.4 as a high amplitude example
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Figure 2.10. FFT of lift and drag coefficients for a square prism at (a,b) 45◦ , (c,d)
35◦ , and (e,f) 22.5◦ . The 22.5◦ response is VIV for U ∗ < 8 , after which asymmetric
vortex shedding from the relative motion of the cylinders drives a beat-like response
due to intermittent correlation. This manifests as a reduced lift contribution relative
to drag, as the oscillation is primarily driven by the drag force.

(Figure 2.9), simultaneous vortices are formed on either side of the afterbody, and
both are shed at each half cycle. This is 2P vortex shedding and is well understood
to be expected for low-mass cylinders at their peak amplitudes within the upper
response branch ([114], [59], [31]).
The frequency contents of the fluctuating lift and drag coefficients were mapped
for each U ∗ in Figure 2.10(a,b), with the frequency axis normalized by fn . The lift
coefficient remains near fnCF throughout the lock-in region, with slight 3f contribution
as both the crossflow and inline oscillation amplitudes maximize near U ∗ = 7. This
region also aligns with the maximum drag coefficients which manifest with fCd ≈
fnIL = 2 × fnCF .
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2.5
2.5.1

Prism FIV at varying angles of attack
The general amplitude response

In this section the general FIV response of a square prism is given for varying
angles of attack. The angle of attack of the square prism was incremented from
α = 0◦ to 45◦ in steps of 5◦ , plus one intermittent step of 2.5◦ to capture α =
22.5◦ . Figure 2.11 presents the two-dimensional trajectories of each orientation at
each reduced velocity. Orbits are to-scale between the crossflow direction on the
horizontal axis and inline direction on the vertical axis, allowing for direct comparison
between cases. In addition, orbits are colored by their directionality, with red marking
figure–eight orbits with counterclockwise lobes, and black marking single–loop orbits.
No clockwise figure–eight trajectories were observed for any angle of attack or reduced
velocity. The lower branch observed for the symmetric α = 45◦ case appears to be
sensitive to α, and decays to single–loop orbits for U ∗ > 8 for the first asymmetric case
at 40◦ . This trend continues for the lower angles of 35◦ and 30◦ , with counterclockwise
figure–eight orbits sustained only for U ∗ ≤ 7. Note the increase in asymmetry at
20◦ − 25◦ , with the lower lobe clearly dominating the high–amplitude responses near
U ∗ = 6 − 8.
Below 22.5◦ decreasing angles are progressing back towards symmetry. This region
is accompanied by the collapse of the upper branch VIV response for low U ∗ at α < 20.
However as the upper branch collapses, a transition occurs within the lower branch
to significant inline contribution, with roughly circular orbits as the inline oscillations
approximately match the crossflow oscillation amplitude at 15◦ − 20◦ . By comparing
the orbits to the A∗ values in Figure 2.12, this transition is more evident for the 15◦
case. If instead A∗10 is used (mean of the top 10% of oscillation amplitudes), the beat
nature of this region is captured as an extended lower branch (Figure 2.11(b)).
At 10◦ the VIV response is almost entirely eliminated for U ∗ < 10, but occasional beat responses were noted in the oscillation for this region. Notably this angle
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Figure 2.11. (a) The response of the square prism at each angle of attack. Trajectories are to-scale between crossflow (x) and inline (y). Red denotes counterclockwise
figure–eight orbits, black marks single–loop orbits. (b) The A∗ values for each angle,
reported as the average of the top 10% of oscillation amplitudes.

Figure 2.12. A∗ for each angle of attack for (a) the crossflow direction and (b) inline.
Values reported as RMS.
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also marks the onset of high U ∗ galloping, however it was also as a beat response.
This region will be discussed further in section 2.7. Finally, consistent galloping was
observed for all U ∗ for α = 0◦ − 5◦ . The orbits reported in Figure 2.11 are all counterclockwise, but with a modified definition. Here a third lobe appears at the midpoint
of the crossflow oscillation, which will be discussed in section 2.8. Despite no longer
being figure–eight, the counterclockwise terminology is used here to denote that at
the peak of the outer lobes the prism oscillates into the flow.

2.5.2

Overview of the fluid forces

For each amplitude response reported in the prior section, simultaneous force
measurements were also recorded. To summarize the findings of the lift and drag
forces and how they change with the angle of attack, three reduced velocities were
chosen for investigation relative to the α = 45◦ case: U ∗ = 5.1 the onset of oscillation,
U ∗ = 8.2 the peak amplitude response within the upper branch, and U ∗ = 14.3 the
maximum velocity reported. Each case is shown in Figure 2.13, with lift coefficient
FFT on the left and drag coefficient FFT on the right. Response regions are most
distinct between a split at α = 20◦ . Above this point the response is primarily driven
by a 1f lift force at U ∗ = 5.1 and 8.2, and is disorganized at U ∗ = 14.3 (oscillations
are inconsistent by this velocity for α > 20◦ ). Higher harmonics manifest starting at
α = 20◦ for U ∗ = 8.2, culminating in the peak VIV response seen 45◦ for this U ∗ .
Below 20◦ a gradual transition into galloping was seen for the square prism. 0◦ had
the clearest galloping response, with a strong odd-integer lift harmonic manifesting
at each U ∗ . At higher α this lift harmonic increases in frequency and decreases in
magnitude for each U ∗ sample. This is due to an intermittent beat response at 10◦
(the third frequency bin on the contours) which lowers the average FFT value, and
is further discussed in section 2.7.
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Figure 2.13. Contours of the FFT of the lift and drag force coefficients plotted
agains α.
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2.6

Mixed response for the square prism

As previously mentioned, the asymmetry in the figure–eight orbits is significant
for α = 20◦ − 25◦ until the orbits collapse to single–loop. To examine this region,
the middle angle of 22.5◦ will be further detailed. In Figure 2.14(a) are displacement
orbits for all U ∗ . The response starts at U ∗ = 5.8, and sustains dual-resonance until
U ∗ = 8, where the upper lobe is collapsed entirely.
At velocities below lock-in, the shear layers separate at the leading edges of the
afterbody and do not interact in the near wake of the prism, resulting only in vortices
far from the prism (Figure 2.14(b)). Approaching lock-in, vortex interaction is drawn
closer to the afterbody of the structure. At this point, any disturbance in the flow can
trip synchronization between the vortex shedding and the cylinder. Once the cylinder
begins to oscillate, the relative component of flow velocity moves the separation point
from the edge preceding the trailing face to the leading edge on the leading face
(Figure 2.14(c)). Thus, despite being fully exposed to flow, a vortex forms on the
leading face. The motion of the cylinder leads to the vortex “rolling” down the face
as the cylinder reaches an oscillation apex, and on the return rolls over the preceding
edge of the trailing face (Figure 2.14(d)), where it is caught by the wake and attaches
to the trailing face of the afterbody.
In Figure 2.14(a), note the collapse of the upper orbit lobe for U ∗ > 8 . Here a
vortex was observed to still form on the leading edge and get caught on the trailing face
of the afterbody, but on the opposing side (leading face of afterbody) flow separates
as a jet which remains parallel to the surface, preventing vortex formation due to the
relative flow (Figure 2.15(c, d)). Occasionally, the jet from the leading face of the
afterbody wraps around to form a vortex on the trailing face, but despite the sporadic
formation of two opposing vortices per cycle, the force from each vortex is aligned
due to each vortex acting on the same face of the prism. With the forces from vortex
shedding aligned, the oscillation orbit is reduced to a single lobe.
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Figure 2.14. The square prism at 22.5◦ sees a vortex form on the leading face at
U ∗ = 5.8 through 8, which is swept into the cylinder wake and acts on the afterbody
of the cylinder.

Higher flow velocities are accompanied by a disorganized wake about the prism.
The majority of vortices are shed into the wake of the prism, but occasional disturbances from the flow allow synchronization between the prism’s oscillation and the
vortex which leads to the vortex reattaching. The effect is seemingly chaotic pulses
in the oscillation of the prism (Figure 2.16). The temporary synchronization is not
sustained as the oscillation amplitude builds, and the beat amplitude decays towards
zero until the next disturbance occurs.
The frequency contents of the fluctuating lift and drag coefficients were mapped
for each U ∗ in Figure 2.10(e,f). The transition from VIV to a beat-like response
manifests in the lift and drag coefficients as a region of lock-in with fCl ≈ fnCF , but
the main lift harmonic at 1f decays as the lower response lobe collapses at U ∗ = 8,
while a subharmonic in the drag component continues to act at approximately 0.5fnIL
(fnIL = 2 ×fnCF ). Thus this indicates that the extended response branch consisting
of single-loop orbits is primarily being driven by a component of the drag force acting
in the crossflow direction due to the asymmetry of the prism.
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Figure 2.15. The square prism at 22.5◦ is primarily driven by the vortex shedding
from the leading edge of the leading forebody face, which reattached to the trailing
face of the afterbody. Occasion nonuniformities in the flow trigger shedding an opposing vortex to form on the same trailing face of the afterbody, bringing the forces into
phase despit having opposite vorticity. Thus in the absence of any opposing shedding
forces the orbit collapses into a single lobe.
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Figure 2.16. Crossflow (a,c) and inline (b,d) displacements and FFT for the prism
at 22.5◦ and U ∗ = 11.3, where the response is collapsed into a single lobe.

Figure 2.17. FFT of lift and drag coefficients for a square prism at (a,b) 20◦ , (c,d)
15◦ , and (e,f) 10◦ .
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Figure 2.18. Sample case of the beat response for the prism at 10◦ and U ∗ = 14.
(a) displacement orbits, (b,c) crossflow and inline A∗ time series, (d,e) FFT of the
displacement time series.

2.7

The transition to galloping

Below 22.5◦ , the VIV response was very sensitive to α and dropped from a maximum amplitude of A∗10 = 0.68 at 22.5◦ to a local maximum of A∗10 = 0.21 by 10◦ .
(Figure 2.11(b)). As seen in Figure 2.11(b) though, the A∗10 peak at U ∗ = 7 for
10◦ is indeed only a local maximum within the traditional lock–in region. At higher
velocities, a galloping-like response was recorded which eventually surpasses this amplitude. At angles of attack of5◦ and below the local maximum is not observed due
to a more consistent galloping response throughout the U ∗ range. Thus, angles of
attack ranging from 10◦ to 20◦ mark the transitory range from a VIV response to
galloping.
As a sample of the beat response which occurs during the transition from VIV to
galloping, the orbits, time series and FFT of A∗CF and A∗IL for the prism at 10◦ and U ∗
= 14 are shown in Figure 2.18. The oscillation response comprised of both (a) circular
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Figure 2.19. Flow visualization for the prism at 10◦ and high U ∗ , where U ∗ = 14.
The response oscillation response driven by a build–up in the strength of the vortex
being shed in orientation (a), which once shed accelerates the prism in direction (b),
towards the face of the covex to flow.

orbits and (b) a build–up in the crossflow component jolting the cylinder towards the
direction of α (the face convex to flow). These modes are overlaid in Figure 2.18(a),
and appear as beat responses in Figure 2.18(b,c). As the prism moves side to side,
each vortex shed per side attached to the face of the afterbody convex to flow, driving
a circular orbit. This mode of vortex shedding continues as the amplitude in both
crossflow and inline decays. Intermittently the prism was sufficiently still to permit
the vortex in the Figure 2.19(a) orientation to grow in strength. In the sample time
series, this occurred at t = 20 s, 55 s in Figure 2.18(b,c). Once shed, this larger vortex
accelerated the prism towards the convex face (the orientation in Figure 2.19(b))
before reaching a maximum amplitude ranging between A∗CF =0.5–0.8. After each of
these large amplitude responses the oscillation decays back towards zero, repeating
the beat response. As the response is primarily driven by vortices detaching from
the convex face of the prism, it is similar to the high U ∗ response for the prism near
22.5◦ in that the drag force is dominant and manifests with a component in the lift
direction as well. This results in the clear 2f band reported in the respective lift and
drag force FFT Figure 2.18 (d) and (e), respectively.
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Figure 2.20. A square prism at 0◦ angle of attack encounters a vortex wrap around
the sidefaces and attach to the afterbody, yielding a kink in the crossflow oscillation
and a third lobe in the orbit.

2.8

The galloping prism

For angles of attack below the transitory 10◦ to 20◦ region, the amplitude response
shows little change between 5◦ and 0◦ (Figure 2.11(a,b)). Therefore the 0◦ prism will
be used as a sample to examine this response regime. In the literature, a square
at 0◦ with crossflow is well known to undergo galloping, and a similar response was
observed in the present work given the inclusion of inline freedom. Throughout the
traditional lock-in region, the amplitude response for a prism at 0◦ or 5◦ was much
smaller than for any case at a higher angle attack. Though, for all U ∗ the amplitude
was seen to increase for increasing velocities and no upper bound was observed for
U ∗ < 15. Orbits for velocities below U ∗ = 8 were predominantly side-to-side, with
an inline counterclockwise transition at the peak crossflow displacements. While not
a clear figure–eight orbit, we once again use the counterclockwise nomenclature to
mark the prism oscillating into the flow at either lobe.
For the lower velocity cases, flow which encounters the bluff leading face of the
prism separates at the leading edges, creating vortices which act on the sides of the
cylinder as well as the afterbody as they convect downstream (Figure 2.21(a, b)).
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Figure 2.21. A square prism at 0◦ angle of attack encounters a vortex wrap around
the sidefaces and attach to the afterbody.
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This process is of course symmetric at 0◦ and resembles 2S shedding. Much like the
22.5◦ case, for U ∗ below synchronization the vortices are shed into the wake, but the
pressure differential is not yet sufficient to draw them against the afterbody.
It was noticed that there was a limited U ∗ range which responded with a significant inline component as the prism crossed the midpoint of crossflow displacement.
This range, approximately U ∗ = 8–12, corresponded to vortex sheddings which remained attached to the afterbody progressively longer through the oscillation cycle
for increasing U ∗ . Whereas the 2S regime sheds vortices which act on the sides of the
prism (Figure 2.21(a,b)), at higher U ∗ for 0◦ the prism encounters additional fluid
forces from the vortices rolling onto and detaching from the afterbody. The force
from the afterbody detachment acts normal to face of the prism, purely inline at
0◦ . (Figure 2.21(c,d)). At the midpoint of the cycle, the afterbody vortex is shed.
This gives a strong inline force acting on the cylinder at the midpoint of each cycle,
resulting in a third response lobe (Figure 2.21(a)). By following the orbit, one can see
that for this type of response one outer lobe must be clockwise and the other counterclockwise, with the clockwise orbit resulting in a crossflow traversal downstream
of the third lobe. This process was found to have competing asymmetry, with the
clockwise directionality occasionally reversing. These reversals can be seen as inner
loops within the outer lobes in Figure 2.21(a)
The square prism at 0◦ is a good example of galloping for crossflow degree of
freedom structures, but with additional inline freedom the forces become more disorganized. In Figure 2.23 are the frequency contents of the lift and drag coefficients for
this orientation. As expected for a galloping-type response, there is no clear lock-in
region, but the previously discussed inline response between U ∗ = 8–12. In this region, resonance in the inline direction creates the new synchronization region which
is sustained only while fCd /fn is close to 2, due to the imposed 2:1 ratio between fnIL
and fnCF . Outside this region at both lower and higher U ∗ the response is closer to
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Figure 2.22. Sample case of the beat response for the prism at 0◦ and U ∗ = 10.
(a) displacement orbits, (b,c) crossflow and inline A∗ time series, (d,e) FFT of the
displacement time series.

traditional galloping. For instance, immediately before the inline resonance at U ∗ =
8, the dominant lift harmonic acts at approximately 0.61 × fn and drag synchronizes
at 1.78 × fn , almost three time the lift frequency.
Previously described for a galloping square prism with pure crossflow freedom [16],
the inline resonance we observed here due to afterbody vortex reattachment is theorized to contribute to the galloping kink for a structure with two degrees of freedom.
The cylinder suddenly moves from a side-to-side oscillation to one with additional
inline synchronization. Vortex reattachment on the trailing face momentarily slows
the crossflow movement of the cylinder as the vortex grows and sheds, propelling the
prism upstream as it does so. This gives additional lobes in the oscillation orbit which
which are primarily drag–driven and due to this phenomenon occuring only at the
midpoint of each cycle, explains the odd integer harmonics within the lift force.
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Figure 2.23. FFT of lift and drag coefficients for a square prism at 0◦ angle of
attack is driven to galloping, with odd-integer harmonics in the range of U ∗ = 8–12
manifesting from a vortex periodically attaching to the afterbody of the cylinder.

2.9

Response of a triangular prism

Both square and triangular prisms are known to exhibit VIV and galloping-like
responses depending on the angle of attack when they are free to oscillate in the
crossflow direction only. The inclusion of a dual-resonance condition could introduce
changes on the observed response. With a pure crossflow degree of freedom, a triangular prism at α = 60◦ is known to exhibit a galloping-type response. We used
the same prism from Seyed-Aghazadeh et al. [91] with the two degree of freedom
mounting described in prior sections. To achieve dual-resonance more easily, we set
fnIL = 2 ×fnCF . The same methodology as with the circular cylinder was repeated
here, with the displacements, forces, and wake visualization all captured simultaneously across the U ∗ range. However, mechanical limits on the bearings limited the
maximum U ∗ tested to approximately U ∗ = 10.75, where for higher reduced velocities the amplitude of oscillations surpasses the capability of the mounting. An angle
of attack range of α = 0◦ − 60◦ was captured, encompassing all unique angles for
this geometry. Below 30◦ no oscillations were recorded and as such we focused on the
angles 30◦ and higher.
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Figure 2.24. Orbits and CF-IL phase angle of a triangular prism at an angle of
attack of α = 60◦ .

For a triangular prism with an angle of attack of α = 60◦ , all U ∗ for which the
prism oscillated exhibited CCW figure-eight orbits. We observed the greatest inline
amplitude contribution (highest CF-IL phase angle) was 30◦ (equal to one-half the
normal angle of the afterbody) at U ∗ = 7.2 and 7.9 (Figure 2.24). Oscillation began
at U ∗ = 6.5, the first reduced velocity for which vortices attach to the symmetric
afterbody (Figure 2.25(b)). For asymmetric cases below 60◦ , the angle of attack introduces a leading and trailing face to the afterbody, moving the separation point of
the leading face upstream, and the separation point of the trailing face downstream.
For example at 50◦ and 40◦ in Figure 2.25(c,d), the vortex attaches further downstream on the trailing face of the afterbody for decreasing α, for cases at the same U ∗ .
At 30◦ the vortex on the side of the trailing face of the afterbody is entirely detached
from the prism (Figure 2.25(e)), and no oscillations are observed. This makes the
amplitude seen at 60◦ significantly reduced for lower angles of attack at the same U ∗ .
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Figure 2.25. Orbits and shedding patterns for varying angles of attack.

All orientations were ran for U ∗ until the maximum amplitude of the mounting
was met. As α decreases, the asymmetry introduces as lopsidedness to the lobes of
the figure-eight orbit, but all cases do retain a degree of figure-eight motion instead
of collapsing into single-loop orbits (Figure 2.26). At α below 60◦ , a galloping-type
response is observed, with oscillations beginning at a higher U ∗ than for the symmetric
case (Figure 2.26), and increase in amplitude for all U ∗ . Note the asymmetry in the
response lobes for decreasing α and increasing U ∗ . The asymmetric prisms induce
a relative component of flow as the prism oscillates. Depending on towards which
direction the prism is moving, the relative flow either detaches at the trailing edge
of the prism (Figure 2.27(a)) or (b) the leading edge. Detachment from the trailing
edge permits a region of sustained vortex growth attached to the trailing face of the
prism, due to that face being convex to flow. This increases the forces on that side of
the prism and thus expanding the lobe on that portion of the orbit (Figure 2.26). On
the return stroke, the opposing face is increasingly concave to the flow for decreasing
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Flow

Figure 2.26. Orbits of a triangular prism for all angles of attack where oscillation
was observed. α below 30◦ were also tested but no oscillations were observed.

α and increasing U ∗ , which limits vortex formation throughout that half of the cycle.
These two mechanisms: increased vortex growth on the convex face, and decreased
on the concave face, are what manifests as increasingly asymmetric lobes within the
two-dimensional orbits.

2.10

Conclusions

New results on the flow-induced oscillations of square prisms with two degrees of
freedom were presented. When permitted an inline stiffness two times that of the
crossflow component, vortices align with the normal angle of the afterbody during
synchronization, resulting in a vortex-induced vibration response for the symmetric
square at 45◦ . For the prism at 22.5◦ , the angle of relative velocity aligned with the
angle of the afterbody beyond U ∗ = 8, leading the shear layer to remain attached
on the leading face of the afterbody, but also to vortex formation on the trailing
face of the forebody. Combined, this leads to asymmetric intermittent 2S shedding,
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Figure 2.27. Asymmetry in the afterbody permits (a) sustained vortex growth on
the trailing face, and (b) sooner separation on the leading face of the afterbody.
Shown here for U ∗ = 12.1 and α = 40◦ .

Figure 2.28. For a triangular prism at low angles of attack, vortices are shed far
from the body and no oscillations are observed.
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where both vortices are acting on the trailing face of the afterbody. This collapses
the oscillation orbit into a single lobe, as opposed to the symmetric figure-eight orbits
seen for symmetric cylinders undergoing VIV or galloping.
For angles of attack below a transitory phase between α = 10◦ to 20◦ , stable
galloping occurs. Of interest, prior literature considered the galloping kink for a
square prism at 0◦ angle of attack, which has been studied since Bearman et al. 1987
[16] and known to result in odd-integer lift harmonics over a limited U ∗ . Shown here
experimentally for a system within additional inline freedom, vortex shedding starts
at the leading edge of the forebody, and the vortices curl around the side faces of the
cylinder and attach to the afterbody. The shedding point occurs at midway through
the crossflow cycle, yielding inline resonance due to this additional synchronization,
but only for U ∗ = 8–12. Mapped in 2D CF-IL space, the galloping kink manifests as
a three-lobed orbit with competing clockwise directionality at the outer lobes.
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CHAPTER 3
VORTEX–INDUCED VIBRATION OF SPAR
PLATFORMS FOR FLOATING OFFSHORE WIND
TURBINES

In this chapter, a floating model spar buoy is moored in flow and the nature
of flow-induced oscillations for this structure is examined. This chapter has been
published in Carlson, D.W., Modarres-Sadeghi, Y. (2018). Flow-induced oscillations
of a floating moored cylinder. Wind Energy, 2018:1-8 [27].

3.1

Introduction

Offshore wind energy is well proven for depths shallow enough to permit fixed
structures, but floating systems open vast swathes of ocean space, especially in locations where depth quickly exceeds 100 m within a few kilometers of shore [95]. Several
concept designs have been proposed for a floating offshore wind turbine (FOWT)([29],
[62], [63]) One of the proposed designs for a FOWT is a spar buoy design. This is the
type of platform used by the first FOWT array prototype by Hywind Scotland [68].
Using a high aspect ratio cylindrical hull counterweighted with cement ballast, these
platforms offer stability for a broad spectrum of wind and wave conditions (Figure
3.1 (a)). These traits are amenable to industrial design goals: ease of fabrication,
reduced material intensity, and simplicity of installation [95]. It is known that any
uncontrolled vibration in FOWTs could have significant impact on the turbine’s mechanical and electrical systems [97], and therefore, vibration suppression in spar type
FOWTs is an active field of research and several different suppression ideas have been
proposed ([106], [36]).
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The long circular body of a spar buoy results in shedding of vortices in the wake
of the hull. Since the hull is flexibly-mounted (connected to mooring lines), it could
oscillate because of the fluctuating flow forces that are caused by the shed vortices.
These type of oscillations have been observed and very well studied for a flexiblymounted circular cylinder free to oscillate in only one (1 DOF) or two (2 DOF)
degrees of freedom, and they are called vortex-induced vibration (VIV). Bearman
[13], Sarpkaya [86], and Williamson and Govardhan [113] give comprehensive reviews
on VIV of 1 DOF systems. Dahl et al. [30], among others, discuss 2D VIV with some
details.
When the frequency of vortex shedding becomes equal to the natural frequency
of a flexibly-mounted cylinder free to oscillate in the crossflow (CF) direction (i.e.,
the direction perpendicular to the direction of flow), the structure starts to oscillate
with an amplitude of around one cylinder’s diameter. Once the oscillations start,
the shedding frequency and the oscillation frequency of the system will stay equal to
each other over a range of reduced velocities— a dimensionless flow velocity defined
as U ∗ =

U
,
fn D

where U is the flow velocity, D is the cylinder’s diameter, and fn is the

structure’s natural frequency in still water. Oscillations are observed over this range
of reduced velocities, which is called the lock-in region.
If the cylinder has 2 DOF, in the CF and inline (IL) directions (i.e., the direction
of the flow), it can oscillate in both directions. The frequency of oscillations in the CF
direction will be the same as the shedding frequency and in the IL direction twice the
shedding frequency (the fluctuating IL force will have a frequency twice that of the
fluctuating CF force). The 2:1 frequency ratio results in a figure-eight–type trajectory
for the cylinder’s oscillations. The amplitude of oscillations in the CF direction in a 2
DOF system is slightly larger than the equivalent 1 DOF system, and the amplitude
of the IL oscillations is around 0.2 to 0.3 times the cylinder’s diameter [59]. The
additional degree of freedom in the IL direction has significant effects on the CF
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Figure 3.1. (A) To-scale drawing of typical spar platform dimensions compared with
the NREL 5-MW offshore reference turbine. (B) Dimensions of the model spar length
and diameter, together with (C) a schematic of the experimental setup. Note camera
orthogonality for capturing 3-dimensional oscillating response.

response besides the increase in the amplitude. Dahl et al. ([30], [31]) observed a
relatively large contribution of flow forces in the CF direction at 3 times the main
frequency of oscillations, when the figure-eight trajectory followed a counterclockwise
(CCW) direction (i.e., the cylinder was moving upstream at the extremes of its CF
path). This higher harmonic component can result in a dramatic decrease in fatigue
life of flexible cylinders undergoing VIV and thus poses a threat to the safety of
systems undergoing VIV [73].
Vortex–induced vibration of a low aspect ratio cylinder has been studied as well.
Goncalves et al. [44] and Goncalves and Fugarra [45] experimentally analyzed a
surface-piercing floating cylinder free to oscillate in the CF and IL directions with
a mass ratio of m∗ ≈ 1 (defined as m∗ =
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m
ρV

where m is the moving mass, ρ the

Figure 3.2. Dimensions of the floating cylinder and moorings, where the moorings
are monofilament nylon and the hull is VeroWhite RDG835. The optional strakes are
included, with variations on the design including a bare cylinder and partial strake
coverage on the top and bottom. The free surface is marked, with the lower portion
being submerged in a recirculating water tunnel.
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fluid density, and V the displaced fluid volume). They focused on small aspect ratios
of L/D < 2. The natural frequencies of the system were equal in the CF and IL
directions, resulting in a 1:1 structural frequency ratio. During the lock-in region, they
observed a 2:1 oscillation frequency ratio, meaning that the IL oscillations coincided at
twice the frequency of the CF oscillations, resulting in a figure-eight–type trajectory
for the response. They [45] concluded that VIV disappears only for very small aspect
ratios of L/D < 0.2.
In the present work, we study VIV of spar buoy–type FOWTs by conducting
experiments on a small-scale model. The goal of this study is twofold: (1) to observe
VIV in a spar buoy–type FOWT, where the spar is a high aspect ratio, low mass
ratio cylinder, supported only at one point along its length by mooring lines, and
(2) to pinpoint the region along the length of the cylinder where the flow excites the
cylinder, which is a critical piece of information for future VIV suppression methods
for spar-buoy–type FOWTs.

3.2

Experimental setup and method

The experiments were conducted in a recirculating water tunnel (Figure 2.2) with
a test section of 1.27 × 0.5 × 0.38 m and a turbulence intensity below 1%. For
additional discussion on the flow quality e, see Seyed-Aghazadeh et al. [91]. A smallscale model of a spar-type floating turbine was designed and built using 3D printing
techniques. The material was VeroWhite RDG835 at a density of 1.17 g/cm3 . The
model was a scaled down version of the Hywind Scotland demo spar platform by a
factor of 1:470 with respect to the original design [68]. Its length was L = 254 mm and
its diameter D = 20 mm (Figure 3.1 (B,C)) to match the aspect ratio of the full-scale
turbine [68] at L/D = 12.8. All hull variations were designed such that the center
of mass of the assembly matched the metacentric height (distance between center of
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mass and the mooring location) of the Hywind spar platform, with the ballast portion
shifted to account for the density of the material.
The model was moored in the test section via two upstream strands 120◦ separated,
attached about the center of mass of the model and anchored to a submerged rigid
frame of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene plastic with tapered leading edges. The
material used for the cables was monofilament line with a diameter of 0.25 mm.
The third mooring cable, which would be slack and uninfluential under a fixed flow
orientation, was excluded to allow clear observation of the wake. Figure 3.1 (c)
shows a schematic of the experimental setup. The displacements of the system were
recorded using a Phantom Miro M110 high-speed camera facing the bottom of the spar
platform, synchronized with a Panasonic Lumix DSLR camera at the side window to
record pitching movement. Both camera placements are shown in the figure with mock
fields of vision. Footage was collected at 100 frames per second for 30-second series.
Using Cabrillo Tracker, an optical pattern recognition software, the 2-dimensional
displacement of the spar was extracted from each frame for each camera. The cylinder
experienced a pitch and roll motion about the mooring attachment point, and the
measured displacements were the displacements of the lower end of the cylinder in
the direction of the flow (the IL displacement) and perpendicular to the flow (the CF
displacement). For select flow velocities, flow visualization tests were conducted. A
neutrally buoyant fluorescent dye was injected directly upstream of the spar. Lighting
banks and ultraviolet spotlights focused on the wake enabled the capture of video of
both the near and far wakes from the perspective of the Phantom Miro M110 highspeed camera.

3.3

The natural frequency in otherwise still fluid

For the spar system placed in still fluid, a decay test was conducted to determine
the system’s natural frequencies in the inline (fIL ) and crossflow (fCF ) directions. In
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Figure 3.3. (A) Amplitude and (B) frequency of the crossflow response, together
with the (C) amplitude and (D) frequency of the inline response, and (E) the corresponding orbital motion of the lower end of the bare cylinder at U ∗ = 10.5.

separate tests, the spar was given an initial disturbance mainly in each of the inline
and crossflow orientations and time histories were recorded. The natural frequencies
were measured from the corresponding fast Fourier transforms to be fCF = fIL =
0.63 Hz, in the CF and IL directions. The damping ratio in still fluid during the
decay tests, ζ, was found to be ζ = 0.067 in both the CF and IL directions.

3.4

Amplitude and frequency of the response

The floating cylinder was placed in the test section of the water tunnel, and the
flow velocity was increased from zero in small increments. At each flow velocity, the
displacements were measured using the high-speed cameras. The cylinder started to
oscillate in both the IL and CF directions after a reduced velocity of U ∗ ≈4. The
amplitude of oscillations increased with increasing flow velocity. Figure 3.3 demonstrates the response of the cylinder at a reduced velocity of U ∗ = 10.5 as a sample
case. The amplitude of oscillations is nondimensionalized by dividing it by the diameter of the cylinder: A∗ = A/D. At U ∗ = 10.5, the crossflow amplitude was A∗CF ≈
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1 (Figure 3.3(A)), and the inline amplitude was A∗IL ≈ 0.35 (Figure 3.3(B)). Despite
a constant natural frequency in both directions at zero flow velocity, the dominant
oscillation frequency in the CF and IL directions were fCF = 0.9 Hz (Figure 3.3(B))
and fCF = 1.8 Hz (Figure 3.3(D)), respectively, leading to a 2:1 ratio between the
inline and crossflow oscillation frequencies and a figure-eight–type trajectory (Figure
3.3(E)). A smaller contribution of the first harmonic is observed in the IL frequency
content. This is due to the asymmetry of the shedding pattern [37]. The vortices
that are shed off the cylinder lead to fluctuating forces in the CF and IL directions,
with frequencies equal and twice the shedding frequency, fs , respectively. This will
result in an excitation with a frequency of 2fs in the IL direction and a frequency of
fs in the CF direction. The observed figure–eight trajectory is similar to what has
already been observed in the VIV response of a 2 DOF circular cylinder [30][31].
If the flow is from left to right, a trajectory is called CCW when the cylinder
moves in the CCW direction in the upper half of the figure–eight, and is called
clockwise (CW) otherwise. In fact, a CCW trajectory corresponds to the case in
which the cylinder moves in the opposite direction of the flow when it is at its extreme
amplitudes in the crossflow direction. The observed trajectories in the sample case
shown in Figure 2 are CCW trajectories. If we extend this analysis to all the other
reduced velocities within the lock–in region, we observe that they all are CCW.
Figure 3.4 shows the cylinder’s trajectory (the dimensionless CF oscillations plotted versus the dimensionless IL oscillations) for its lower end, versus U ∗ for the entire range of reduced velocities tested here. It is observed that the full domain is
dominated by CCW trajectories (shown in red) of the lower portion of the cylinder,
implying that once the oscillations start, they stay CCW for the entire lock–in region.
The corresponding CF and IL amplitudes of the response for the entire range of
reduced velocities tested here are shown in Figure 3.5(A,B). The onset of the lock-in
region is clear in both directions. In the CF direction, the amplitude of oscillations
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Figure 3.4. Dimensionless orbital trajectories of the cylinder’s lower end versus
reduced for the bare cylinder

Figure 3.5. The amplitude of the (A) crossflow (CF) and (B) inline (IL) oscillations
of the cylinder versus reduced velocity, (C) a side view of the static deflection of
the cylinder as the flow velocity is increased, showing a node at Z = 0, and (D) the
average static pitching angle for the bare case versus reduced velocity.
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increases to A∗CF ≈1 and in the IL direction to A∗IL ≈0.3. The tests were stopped at
reduced velocity of U ∗ = 10.9, because the cylinder’s inclination was excessive. As
the flow velocity was increased, the cylinder experienced a static inclination in the
IL direction because of higher mean drag, as shown in Figure 3.5(C). The inclination
angle, θ, is defined as the angle that the cylinder makes with a vertical line. This value
was calculated based on the mean inclination angle recorded by the side-facing camera
and is shown versus reduced velocity in Figure 3.5(D). This inclination angle increased
with reduced velocity to a maximum of approximately θ = 15◦ , which is the maximum
static inclination tolerance for similar floating concepts [29] for the survivability limit
during a 100-year storm response. Therefore, the tests were conducted up to the flow
velocity at which this angle of inclination was observed.

3.5

Synchronization between the shedding and oscillation
frequency

Within the lock–in region of any VIV response, the shedding frequency and the
oscillation frequency are equal. Therefore, to show that the oscillations that are
observed here are VIV, we should show that the oscillation frequency and the shedding
frequency are synchronized. We conducted a series of flow visualization tests in order
to observe the wake of the structure when it oscillates and measured the corresponding
shedding frequency. Fluorescent dye was injected upstream the oscillating cylinder
through a tiny dye tube and was exposed to ultraviolet light to visualize the wake.
The capture area was focused on a portion of the cylinder near its lower end. Figure
5 shows a sample snapshot of the cylinder’s wake at U ∗ = 7, where 2 cycles of vortex
shedding can be observed: Vortices 1 and 2 are already shed and are in the wake,
vortex 3 is just being shed, and vortex 4 is being formed as the shear layer bends
inward. Similar pattern was observed for all the reduced velocities within the lock–in
region.
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Figure 3.6. A sample snapshot of wake visualization to measure the shedding frequency at U ∗ = 7.
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Figure 3.7. The normalized oscillation frequency versus reduced velocity. The
dashed–dotted line corresponds to the predicted Strouhal frequency (based on St =
0.2) for a fixed cylinder.

Figure 3.7 shows the normalized shedding frequency and the normalized oscillation frequency in the CF direction versus the reduced velocity. The oscillation
frequency is found using the measured time histories of the displacement, and the
shedding frequency is measured using flow visualization tests by visually quantifying
the number of vortices that are shed in our flow visualization videos. This method
has been extensively used to measure the shedding frequency at low flow velocities.
Lienhard and Liu [67] found an error of approximately 3% for frequencies calculated
using this method. The plot shows that the shedding frequencies stay close to the
oscillation frequencies at each reduced velocity indicating that the 2 frequencies are
synchronized and therefore VIV is observed. The line in the figure corresponds to the
estimated Strouhal frequency, which is the expected shedding frequency off a fixed
circular cylinder with the same diameter. As expected for a VIV response, the oscillation and shedding frequencies deviate from the predicted Strouhal frequency and
stay around unity for the entire lock–in region.
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3.6

CCW trajectory and the excitation region

The CCW trajectories of Figure 3.4 are for oscillations of the lower end of the
cylinder. Since a node exists at the location where the cylinder is attached to the
mooring lines (Figure 3.5(C)), when the oscillations are CCW in the lower part of
this node, then they are CW in the upper part. This indicates that the cylinder
experiences CCW orbits in its lower part and CW orbits in its upper part, for the
entire lock–in region. This is a unique case for a flexibly–mounted rigid structure
undergoing VIV, in the sense that at the same time, the structure is undergoing both
CW and CCW orbital motions. In previous studies of VIV of 2 DOF systems, the
structure could oscillate in a purely translational direction, and no node could have
been observed anywhere along the length of the structure. Only in the VIV response
of a flexible structure (e.g., a flexible cylinder placed in flow to model the VIV response
of ocean risers) distributions of CW and CCW orbital motions are observed along the
length of the structure[73][22]. In the current experiment, given that there is a node
in the response of the moored cylinder, the regions for CCW and CW trajectories are
clearly distinguishable: The lower part of the cylinder follows a CCW orbital motion
and the upper part of it a CW orbital motion. Here, we investigate the significance
of observing a CCW or a CW trajectory in this system.
Bourguet et al. [22] used a series of experimental results as well as detailed
direct numerical simulations numerical results to show that for a flexible cylinder
undergoing VIV, the trajectories are CCW in regions of the cylinder’s length where
the flow is exciting the cylinder. Toward this goal, they pinpointed the regions of the
cylinder where the power was transferred from the fluid to the structure using their
numerical results and then observed that the trajectories are CCW in those regions.
They showed that in other parts of the cylinder where energy was being damped, the
trajectory could be CW or CCW.
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We hypothesize that in the case of a moored cylinder placed in flow, if the region
of the cylinder with a CCW orbital motion is the region in which the flow has excited
the cylinder, then by suppressing VIV only in that region, the resulting amplitude
of oscillations will decrease dramatically. If, however, we suppress VIV in the region
with CW orbital motion, since this region does not act as an excitation region, then
the amplitude of the resulting VIV response will not change much. To test this
hypothesis, we suppress VIV in the region of interest and then measure the cylinder’s
response and compare it with the VIV response of a bare cylinder.

3.7

VIV suppression via strakes

Helical strakes are known to suppress VIV ([39],[110],[116]) and the present study
used them in our experiments as well. Helical strakes were chosen to suppress VIV,
only because they have been used extensively for VIV suppression. Any other VIV
suppression method could have been used to test the hypothesis. For the present
study, we used a helical strake of height and pitch of 0.25 diameters and 17 diameters,
respectively, following Constantinides and Oakley [28]. The components for each buoy
configuration were built using the same 3D printing technique as the bare cylinder,
with the strake–hull assembly printed simultaneously as a solid body. The additional
weight and damping of the strakes resulted in a lower natural frequency of fn = 0.29
Hz in both the CF and IL directions for the straked cylinder variations, including
the fully straked cylinder. The damping ratio in still fluid during the decay tests
was found to be ζ = 0.2 for all the straked cylinder variations (compared with ζ
= 0.067 for the bare cylinder). As a first step, to examine that the strakes were
designed properly, we tested whether the strakes could reduce the magnitude of the
VIV response efficiently or not, by covering the entire length of the cylinder by strakes
and measuring the resulting response. In that case, the amplitude of the response
was reduced to A∗ ≈0.01 in both directions, which is by far smaller than what was
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Figure 3.8. Orbital trajectories versus reduced velocity for the (A) upper–straked
cylinder, (B) lower–straked cylinder, (C) bare cylinder, and (D) fully straked cylinder.

observed in Figure 3.4 for a bare cylinder. We had observed crossflow amplitude of
around A∗CF ≈1 and the inline amplitudes of around A∗IL ≈0.35 for the bare cylinder,
and clearly covering the entire cylinder by strakes reduces the amplitude dramatically
and suppresses VIV. Therefore, we conclude that the strakes are designed properly.

3.8

Suppressing VIV in the portions with CW and CCW
orbital motions

After showing that the strake design was appropriate, we conducted 2 series of
experiments to test the hypothesis discussed in Section 3.6. First, we covered the
upper part of the cylinder by strakes, which if our hypothesis is correct, should not
reduce the amplitude of the response because flow does not excite the cylinder in
that region. Then we covered the lower part of the cylinder by strakes, which if
our hypothesis is correct, should reduce the observed VIV response, because flow
does excite the cylinder in that region. In both cases, “upper–straked” and “lower–
straked” configurations, the natural frequencies were measured and found to be equal
to 0.29 Hz in both directions at zero flow velocity.
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Figure 3.8(A) shows the orbital motion of the cylinder when its upper part was
straked. It is observed that the general behavior is very much similar to the bare
cylinder. Large–amplitude responses still exist in both the IL and CF directions, and
the lock–in region is observed for a range of U ∗ ≈6–10.5, suggesting that VIV is not
suppressed. The figure–eight trajectories are observed to be in both the CW and
CCW directions, but the oscillations do exist and their amplitudes and frequencies
in both the IL and CF directions are comparable with those of the bare cylinder.
When the strakes are placed along the lower portion of the cylinder, however, the
VIV response is mainly suppressed as observed in Figure 3.8(B). There are some small
nonzero amplitudes of oscillations for U ∗ >9.5, but they are very small compared with
the amplitudes of oscillations observed in the bare cylinder case.
For the ease of comparison, the responses of the bare and fully straked cylinders
are plotted in Figure 3.8(C,D). Overall, the response of the upper–straked cylinder
over the entire range of reduced velocities resembles that of the bare cylinder, and the
response of the lower–straked cylinder resembles that of a fully strake cylinder. The
fact that VIV was suppressed significantly by placing strakes along its lower portion
confirms our hypothesis: The flow forces do excite the lower portion of the cylinder,
within which CCW orbital motions are observed.

3.9

Conclusions

Vortex–induced vibration of a floating cylinder, resembling a spar buoy platform
for floating offshore wind turbines, was studied experimentally. The cylinder was
moored about its center of mass in the test section of a recirculating water tunnel,
allowing fully 3–dimensional oscillations. The cylinder was observed to oscillate in
the CF and IL directions over a range of flow velocities. The oscillation frequency
in the CF direction was equal to the shedding frequency and in the IL direction
was twice the shedding frequency, which resulted in a figure–eight-–type trajectory.
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The trajectories were CCW in the lower end of the cylinder and CW in its upper
end. It was hypothesized that the region with a CCW orbital motion is the region
within which the cylinder is excited by the flow. This hypothesis was validated by
suppressing VIV after placing helical strakes in the region with CCW orbital motion,
while placing strakes in the region with CW orbital motion did not suppress the
oscillations. This finding is of significance both from a fundamental point of view
in showing that the region of a cylinder undergoing VIV in which the flow excites
the cylinder follows a CCW orbital motion and from an applied point of view to
give guidance for strategies to suppress or reduce the VIV response of future floating
offshore turbine platforms.
It is expected that changing the location of mooring attachment point or the
center of mass would change the exact location of the node and therefore the range
of the observed CCW and CW motions. But it is expected that these changes would
be only minor as long as the general design concept of the spar stays the same. In an
extreme case, if the location of the mooring attachment point is moved to one end of
the cylinder, then the system would become a pendulum–like cylinder. Jauvtis and
Williamson [59] studied 2D VIV of a pendulum–like cylinder and reported the phase
angles between the IL and CF oscillations. According to their results, the oscillations
are in the CCW direction for almost the entire lock–in region, except for a very small
region with small amplitudes of oscillations. The CCW orbits have also been observed
in the lock-in region of purely translational 2D flexibly–mounted cylinders [31] It is
the existence of a node in the middle of the cylinder in the case studied here that
leads to a combined CCW and CW orbital motions in the same rigid body. If this
node did not exist, then the entire cylinder would oscillate in a CCW direction within
the lock–in region.
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CHAPTER 4
2D VIV FOR A CURVED CYLINDER

In this chapter, rigid curved cylinders with crossflow and inline degrees of freedom
are tested for the influence of concave versus convex curvature on the response to
vortex-induced vibrations.

4.1

Introduction

For applications such as mooring cables for offshore purposes, the structure has
both multiple degrees of freedoms and a non-uniform cross-section. The fatigue life
of these kilometers-scale cables can be better known by studying how their curvature
interacts with vortex shedding and responds to flow-induced oscillations. Vortexinduced vibration is a fundamental mechanism of flow-induced oscillations and has
been thoroughly studied for rigid uniform cylinders with crossflow freedom ([13], [86],
[113]). By breaking the symmetry of the cylinder more complicated flow-induced
oscillations may occur either instead of or in conjunction with vortex-induced vibrations. Some example of cylinders with broken symmetry include those with axial
tapering, curvature, or a faceted face with some angle of attack ([11], [35], [90], [89]).
Curved cylinders in particular present a system whereby the continuously variable
inclination leads to a breakdown of the small angle assumptions key to the Independence Principle ([99], [121]), creating a response sensitive to the concavity of the
cylinder.
Miliou et al. [69] provided the first numerical analysis of the complex vortex shedding patterns surrounding a curved cylinder, as theorized in the experimental work of
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Takamoto & Izumi [102]. This was expanded to oscillating cylinders with an extended
axial tip by de Vecchi et al. [35], which saw highly three-dimensional flow instigated
by the cylinder’s concavity, with vortex separation correlating along the length of the
cylinder as opposed to the fixed case [34] for which vortex shedding showed no sensitivity to the curvature. They also numerically proved that by reducing the damping
at the axial tip of the cylinder, the flow would excite the structure. This finding
was experimentally supported by Assi et al. [11], which observed reduced oscillation
amplitudes when the axial tip encountered the flow first (in the concave orientation),
meaning the extended tip was acting as a hydrodynamic damper as it disturbed the
flow ahead of the rest of the cylinder. Seyed-Aghazadeh et al. [90] eliminated the
additional tip damping by excluding the extended axial tip, testing just the quartercircle section free to oscillate in crossflow. Here they observed the manifestation of
higher harmonic forces for a curved cylinder, a phenomenon not seen for the previous, higher damping cases. Furthermore, the higher harmonic forces were shown
to manifest at different U ∗ depending on the concavity of the cylinder. While the
convex orientation responded with a larger peak oscillation amplitude at the velocity
range for which higher harmonics were recorded, the concave case responded with
generally smaller crossflow amplitudes but sustained a 3f harmonic for significantly
higher velocities. By sustaining the higher harmonic beyond the traditional lock–in
range, an extended lower branch resulted. Flow visualization confirmed the findings
of de Vecchi et al. [34] and Assi et al. [11], in that vortex shedding from the axial tip
disturbs the flow downstream, creating a break in vortex shedding correlating near
the midpoint of the cylinder for the concave orientation, while the correlation length
is significantly higher for the convex orientation whereby the wake of the axial tip is
downstream of the rest of the cylinder.
For structures with multiple degrees of freedom, the core difference to singledegree systems is the possibility of dual resonance [32], leading to stronger fluid forces
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which would otherwise be suppressed if the structure is constrained to a single degree
of freedom. As current literature has only studied these curved cylinders for onedimensional oscillations, the present work continues that of Seyed-Aghazadeh et al.
[90] but for a system flexibly mounted with crossflow and inline degrees of freedom,
such that the system has constraints more similar to those encountered by actual
catenary moorings.
In the present work a curved cylinder is tested experimentally in flow for convex
and concave orientations, on an apparatus which permits crossflow and inline degrees
of freedom. Cylinders with different CF-IL natural frequency ratios are examined
for VIV and other forms of flow–induced oscillation, and the role of higher harmonic
forces on the amplitude response is discussed. The role of the axial tip is examined,
and compared to the same cylinder undergoing VIV with only crossflow freedom.

4.2
4.2.1

Validation of a low–coupling apparatus to study 2D VIV
Experimental methods

The mounting apparatus was constructed using air bearings resting on a smooth
glass surface. Four air bearings support an aluminum truss from which arbitrary
cylinders can be mounted (Figure 4.1), penetrating the free surface into the test
section. A matte white L-plate was mounted such that each leg is perpendicular
to either CF or IL, and serves as a reflection surface for the non-contacting laser
displacement sensors. The rig was validated via VIV tests for a uniform acrylic
cylinder 25.4 mm in diameter and 300 mm in length, with variable external masses
applied to consider a range of mass ratios (mass ratio m∗ =

m
ρV

, where m is the moving

mass, ρ the displaced fluid density, and V the displaced fluid volume). The cylinder
was mounted on the low-friction air bearings free to move within the 2D inlinecrossflow plane. The displacement of the structure was measured via non-contacting
laser displacement sensors, which were mounted in the crossflow and inline directions.
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Figure 4.1. The two-dimensional oscillation apparatus, with low-damping air bearings and stiffness provided by opposing springs. Laser mockups used for noting displacement sensor placements.

Figure 4.2. Dimensions and directionality of the curved cylinder relative to flow.
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Structural stiffness was provided by pairs of opposing springs fixed in the inline and
crossflow orientations. Monofilament wire was used to extend the length of these
springs to 254 mm in order to reduce the angular displacement about the springs
as the structure oscillated, minimizing structural coupling between the crossflow and
inline components. Decay tests were conducted, and showed a maximum of 1.04%
coupling in the spectral FFT contributions between the two perpendicular directions.
Given an impulse 45 degrees between the inline and crossflow components, the ζ
damping ratio in air was found to be less than ζ <0.5% in CF and ζ <0.3% in IL.
The air bearing apparatus was mounted over a recirculating water tunnel with a test
section of 1.27 m × 0.5 m × 0.38 m, which can produce a flow up to 1 m/s with
turbulence intensities less than 1%.

4.2.2

VIV of a uniform cylinder

To validate the low–coupling mounting apparatus, the VIV response of a uniform
cylinder with crossflow–inline freedome was examined. A suitable velocity range was
determined by finding the maximum and minimum velocities for which oscillations
occured. This range was nondimensionalized as the reduced velocity U ∗ (U ∗ =

U
,
fn D

where U is the flow velocity, D is the cylinder’s diameter, and fn the structure’s
natural frequency in still water) ranging from U ∗ =2–12, and corresponds to Re =725–
5000. The natural frequency fn was found in still fluid, using decay tests from a 5 cm
initial displacement to calculate the FFT, yielding a natural frequency of fncf =0.6
Hz and fnil =1.2 Hz, or a structural stiffness ratio of 2. At each velocity increment,
after being allowed to reach steady-state the 2D crossflow-inline oscillation response
was recorded for 90 seconds. In Figure 4.3 the dimensionless amplitude (A∗ = A/D)
response of a uniform cylinder at each U ∗ is presented for varying mass ratios. In
agreement with Williamson & Jauvtis [59], compared to a 1D crossflow response the
oscillations due to 2D VIV occur with a greater amplitude and wider lock–in region
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([30], [31]). Furthermore, the influence of an additional inline component is magnified
at lower mass ratios (Figure 4.4).
Due to symmetry, the inline force acts at twice that of crossflow, giving a 2D
figure–eight pattern to the response. These figure–eights have a consistent directionality to them depending on whether the cylinder moves with or against the flow at
the peaks of the figure–eight. Thus using the same nomenclature as Dahl et al. [30]
given left–right flow when viewing an orbit with the crossflow direction on the vertical axis, the upper loop would have a counter-clockwise direction (CCW, colored
red in the present work) when the cylinder oscillates into the flow at the peak. If
the cylinder were to oscillate with the flow, it would be called a clockwise oscillation
per the direction of the upper loop. For the response of the uniform cylinder, after
the onset of oscillation all orbits responded with CCW directionality. There have
been some numerical and experimental studies which have shown that for a cylinder
allowed to move with simulataneous clockwise and counterclockwise regions along its
length, clockwise orbits may indicate regions of the structure either being excited or
damped by the flow, but counterclockwise orbits always accompany excitement of the
structure by the flow ([22], [73], [27]).
By adding external masses, the mass ratio of the system (m∗ =

m
ρV

) was increased

from 4.65 through 22.6 for the same U ∗ measurements. Here it was observed that even
for the most massive cylinder tested the figure-eight trajectory does not completely
collapse (in agreement with literature [59]), but rather it decreases the IL:CF ratio
of the oscillations as well as the width of the lock-in range (Figure 4.4).
Considering the low m∗ case, the response was collapsed against Vr St (Vr the true
reduced velocity uses fos instead of fn as in U ∗ ) in order to compare the amplitude
response to the two local peaks were observed in the crossflow amplitude response
(Figure 4.6). These peaks, previously reported in Sarpkaya (1995)[85] and Dahl et
al. (2006)[30], were found to be caused by triplet vortex shedding by Williamson &
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Figure 4.3. Two-dimensional orbits of a uniform cylinder undergoing VIV for varying mass ratios. Trajectories are to-scale and all orbits were observed to have counterclockwise directionality (colored red).

Figure 4.4. Uniform cylinder response, reduced to figure-eight amplitude ratio.
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Figure 4.5. Low m∗ response from the present work (Frequency ratio 2, m∗ ζ = 0.023)
compared to Dahl et al. [30] (Frequency ratio 1.9, m∗ ζ = 0.35) and Sarpkaya [85]
(Frequency ratio 2, m∗ ζ not reported but calculated to be approximately 0.01-0.04).

Jauvtis (2004)[114]. In particular, for very low m∗ (m∗ <6) systems, the 2D movement
permits what they branded as a “super upper-branch”, with A∗ = 1.5.
By collapsing the low m∗ case by the Vr St parameter (Vr the true reduced velocity
uses fos instead of fn as in U ∗ ) the amplitude response can be compared to 2D VIV
response data reported by Dahl et al. (2006) [30] (with fnIL /fnCF =1.9) and Sarpkaya
(1995)[85] (with fnIL /fnCF =2.0). In figure 4.5 the three cases are overlaid. Note
however that both mass and damping are different between the cases. The data from
Dahl et al. had ζ = 6.2% and m∗ = 5.7, yielding m∗ ζ = 0.35. The present work
had a system with ζ = 0.5% and m∗ = 4.65, yielding m∗ ζ = 0.023. Sarpkaya did
not report m∗ ζ values, but did provide results in terms of the Skop-Griffin parameter
(SG = 2πSt2 δr , δr = 2m(2πζ)/ρD2 , additional details in [87] and [88]) by which m∗ ζ
may be esimated. By estimating St = 0.2, m∗ ζ falls on the range of 0.01 to 0.04 (the
study used multiple cylinders with different diameters). Generally each case is seen
to have two local peaks in the amplitude response, with the maximum amplitude in
the present work at a similar value to that of Sarpkaya [85] but at a Vr St closer to
that of Dahl et al. [30]. This is likely further complicated by a wide range of Reynolds
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Figure 4.6. Components and oscillation frequencies of the low m* uniform cylinder
case.

numbers between the cases: 725–5,000 for the present work, 11,000-44,000 for Dahl
et al., and a maximum of 35,000 for Sarpkaya. Nonetheless, qualitatively the same
general trends are observed in all the cases.
By comparing the crossflow amplitude of the present work to the oscillation frequency (Figure 4.6), it is observed that the lower velocity amplitude peak near U ∗ =
5 occurs as the crossflow oscillation frequency fosCF meets the vortex shedding frequency predicted by the Strouhal trend. Meanwhile the higher velocity amplitude
peak at U ∗ = 8 coincides with the inline oscillation frequency fosIL passing an oddinteger multiple of the shedding frequency of 1.5St.
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Table 4.1. Properties of the curved cylinder.
R/D m∗ ζ
m∗
47.5 0.034 8.6

4.3
4.3.1

U∗
Re
4-14 725–5000

FIO of a curved cylinder with crossflow–inline freedom
Relevance to prior studies

For a curved cylinder in flow, there exists two principal orientations: concave,
with the horizontal tip facing upstream into the flow, and convex, with the tip facing
downstream with the flow. Thus, the flow encounters the axially-aligned tip first in
the concave orientation, and encounters the perpendicular cylinder first in the convex
orientation. To compare two-dimensional oscillations to a one-dimensional crossflow
case, the same cylinder used by Seyed-Aghazadeh et al. [90] is again used here.
The cylinder was flexibly-mounted in two-dimensions using the planar air bearing
setup previously discussed, with the oscillations recorded via the same non-contacting
displacement sensors. The cylinder was tested for U ∗ = 4–11, encompassing the entire
lock-in range, for both convex and concave orientations. Using the same decay test
methodology as with the uniform cylinder validations cases, FFT calculations yielded
a natural frequency of fnCF = 0.70 Hz and fnIL = 1.41 Hz, or a structural stiffness
ratio fnIL /fnCF of 2.01. The damping ratios in air were found to average as follows:
ζCF =0.4% and ζIL =0.25%. Due to the mass of the rig, the mass ratio for the curved
cylinder was higher than that of Seyed-Aghazadeh et al. [90], which had m∗ = 4.5.
For the same cylinder, the present work had m∗ = 8.6. For comparison, the uniform
cylinder with m∗ = 7.6 shown in Figure 4.3 was chosen.
Previous studies ([11], [35]) have observed elongated vortex-induced vibration
lock-in ranges for curved cylinders in the concave orientation, but at a reduced ampltiude compared to the convex orientation. They concluded that the cylinder tip
acts as a hydrodynamic damper, whereby shedding vortices from the tip disrupts
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Figure 4.7. Referenced 1D data set from Seyed-Aghazadeh et al., figure reproduced
from [90].
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synchronization along the curvature of the downstream portion of the cylinder. SeyedAghazadeh et al. [90] observed that the extended lower branch for the concave case
coincides with the occurrence of higher harmonic forces, and do not manifest for the
convex orientation which due to this lack has a reduced lock-in range width. Near
the maximum amplitude response, the convex case has stronger contributions from
higher harmonic forces than the concave case, and responds with higher crossflow
amplitudes as well.

4.3.2

The general amplitude response

At each U ∗ increment the response was allowed to reach steady–state before oscillations were recorded, and this process was repeated for both the concave and convex
orientation In Figure 4.8, the oscillation orbits are plotted to-scale: (a) being concave, and (b) convex. Note that all orbits were observed to have counterclockwise
directionality (the cylinder rotates into the flow at the peaks of the orbit). Plotted
to-scale this is not immediately evident, due to the inline component being mostly
suppressed for the concave cylinder. As well, the crossflow amplitude is reduced for
the concave cylinder for all U ∗ compared to the convex cylinder. To examine this
change, each amplitude component is separated and plotted in Figure 4.9. Note that
the extended lock-in branch reported in Seyed-Aghazadeh et al. [90] for the 1D concave case is again observed in Figure 4.9 for our two-dimensional response, but with
significantly less distinction. The concave cylinder crossflow amplitude crosses above
the convex case amplitude at U ∗ = 12 (Figure 4.9 (a)), after which a relatively constant amplitude response was observed. Considering the inline oscillation amplitude,
the response is sufficiently suppressed for the concave cylinder that the extended lower
branch is shown to have little if any influence.
As previously mentioned, despite a significant change in amplitude between cylinder concavities, the orbits were still consistently figure–eight and always responded
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Figure 4.8. Oscillation orbits of the curved cylinder for the (a) concave and (b)
convex orientations for increasing U ∗ .

with a counterclockwise displacement phasing: the mode of oscillation was unchanged.
Therefore it would be anticipated that the frequency of oscillation would follow similar trends between the two cases. Thus the frequency response is plotted in Figure
4.10(a). For simplicity, the frequency of crossflow oscillation will be refered to as
fosCV for the convex orientation, and fosCA for concave. The oscillation frequency
of the uniform cylinder passes the natural frequency in air at approximately U ∗ =
6.5, which in the literature points to a distinct phase jump between the lift force and
velocity for traditional 1D VIV [113]. To confirm this, the lift–velocity phase angle φ
was calculated and used to find the lift coefficient in-phase with velocity, CLv

CLv =

FL sin(φ)
0.5ρDLU 2

(4.1)

where FL is the lift force, ρ the fluid density, L and D the cylinder length and
diameter, and U the fluid velocity. One can see that removing sin(φ) yields the
traditional lift coefficient. The uniform cylinder responded with a 90◦ crossover in
Figure 4.10(b) when fos surpasses fna near U ∗ = 6.5. No curved cylinder case reported
as clear a transition in the oscillation frequency nor the lift–velocity phase angle. Both
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Figure 4.9. Amplitude components for increasing U ∗ .

the convex and concave curved cylinder oscillated at a frequency close to but below
that of fair for all U ∗ below 11.5, with almost identical trends between the convex
and concave orientation. However, note the crossover between the convex and concave
crossflow oscillation amplitude which aligns with the start of the concave’s extended
lower branch. This point occurs at the same U ∗ as the when fosCA passes fna , the
natural frequency in air. For higher U ∗ fosCA remains above fna , while the oscillation
amplitude for the convex cylinder is negligible, leading to fosCV jumping above and
below fna .
4.3.3

Force reconstruction

Traditionally, the forces acting on a 1D system can be measured via a force sensor attaching the cylinder to a flexible mounting, with the sensor cabling routed to
not affect the linearity of the system’s stiffness. For the present work, however it
was found that any cabling arrangement added nonlinear structural coupling as the
cylinder oscillated about the crossflow-inline plane. Thus it was decided to use force
reconstruction, previously used by Seyed-Aghazadeh et al. [90] to be found in agree-
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Figure 4.10. (a) Frequency ratio between the crossflow oscillation frequency and
the natural frequency in air for the uniform and curved cylinders. (b) φ phase angle
between lift and velocity.
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ment with results of Khalak and Williamson [65]. Between the inline and crossflow
directions, the coupling was observed to be at maximum 1.04% (contribution of the
opposing component compared to the measured direction, in the spectral domain).
The reconstruction process is to feed structural parameters and oscillation time series
into
F/m = ÿ + 2ζωn ẏ + ωn2 y

(4.2)

where F is the lift force, m the moving mass, y the oscillation time series, ζ the
damping ratio in air and ωn the natural frequency in air. Forces were reconstructed for
the curved cylinder at sample U ∗ of 8 and 13 for both convex and concave orientations.
Shown in Figure 4.11 are samples of the frequency contents of the lift coefficient
time series. At U ∗ = 8, the lift force on the convex cylinder receives a significant
2f contribution likely from a component of drag acting in the lift direction, but the
influence of the 2f peak was reduced for the concave orientation, pointing to a damping
mechanism. At a higher U ∗ at 13, the extended lower branch can be examined. In this
region, the response of the concave system is dominated by a 3f lift force, though the
magnitude of CL at this frequency is small, approximately 0.09. This high–frequency
response is likely due to vortex shedding from the axial tip and interacting with the
downstream portion of the concave cylinder. An alternate hypothesis was the 3f peak
was due effects at the free surface such a wake–induced oscillation, but given that the
convex cylinder had the same boundary conditions this can be ruled out.
By continuing the force reconstruction process for all U ∗ , the relation between axial
tip orientation and higher harmonic forces can be discerned. In figures 4.13 and 4.12
are plotted the force FFT spectra of the curved cylinder for both (a) concave, and (b)
convex orientations. Here the FFT coefficients are plotted in log scale, with frequency
on the left axis, and oscillation amplitude on the right axis. As well, Strouhal trends
for a stationary uniform cylinder (St = 0.2), are plotted on the left axis. For both
the concave and convex orientations, the Strouhal trend is an indicator of the onset
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Figure 4.11. Spectral FFT contents of CL , the lift coefficient for the concave(a, b)
and convex (c, d) cylinder at U ∗ of 8 (a, c) and 13 (b, d)

Figure 4.12. Reconstructed lift force spectra for the curved cylinder in (a) concave
and (b) convex orientations. Left axis FFT coefficients, right axis crossflow amplitude
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Figure 4.13. Reconstructed lift force spectra for the curved cylinder in (a) concave
and (b) convex orientations. Left axis FFT coefficients, right axis crossflow amplitude.

of lock–in, as the first oscillatory case for both occur as

fCL
fn

=

fvs
fn

(Figure 4.12(a,

b)). Between the two cases the spectral contents of the drag force is qualitatively
unchanged between the concave and convex cylinder, so it will only be noted that
the decreased contribution of all the CD harmonics for the concave cylinder (Figure
4.12(a)) agrees with the observed collapse of the inline oscillation component for the
concave orientation (Figure 4.8).
Compared to the drag force frequency contents, the lift force FFT provides much
greater insight into the different response regimes of both cylinders (Figure 4.13(a,
b)). Throughout lock–in both concavities maintain a synchronization between the
lift force and the natural frequency, staying near a ratio of 1 from U ∗ = 5–9. In
the convex case however the harmonics appear with a greater magnitude, indicating
stronger forces. The greater question though surrounds the appearance of a 3f band
at U ∗ = 9.4 for both orientations. The 2St trend is close to the 3f formation and may
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Figure 4.14. Reconstructed lift force harmonics for the (a) concave and (b) convex
orientation.

align if an experimental St number is used instead of 0.2 for a uniform cylinder. Due
to the continuous curvature of the cylinder and downstream interference however St
is likely to change along the length of the cylinder and depend on concavity. In the
present work, it was calculated that St = 0.17 would align the 3f band with the 2St
trend, but this is a consideration for future work due to the previously mentioned
limitations on measuring St for this geometry. While both concavities form the 3f
band at U ∗ = 9.4, it decays towards zero for the convex orientation, dropping the
oscillation amplitude towards zero. These trends are also separated as 1st, 2nd and
3rd lift force harmonics in figure 4.14. For the concave cylinder, the 3f band does
not have a consistent value but does manifest throughout the higher U ∗ higher, in
agreement with the observation of the extended lower branch. Mentioned earlier in
this section, the similar boundary conditions between the concave and convex cylinder
rule out this branch being driven by the free surface, so therefore the 3f lift force
contribution can be directly linked to the axial tip of the concave cylinder influencing
the downstream dynamics.
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4.4

Conclusions

Vortex-induced vibration was studied for a curved cylinder with crossflow and inline degrees of freedom in water tunnel flow. The mounting was validated for 2D VIV
of a uniform cylinder with a 2:1 crossflow–inline natural frequency ratio and found
to be agreement with the amplitude responses reported in literature, as well as found
to react properly to changes in mass ratio. The uniform cylinder exhibited counterclockwise figure-eight orbits for all U ∗ , indicating flow excitation of the structure. A
curved cylinder was examined for different modes of flow–induced oscillations and investigated for whether these modes depend on concavity (concave being with an axial
tip upstream, and convex with the upright portion of the cylinder upstream). The
curved cylinders were tested in both orientations for U ∗ =2–15 and the crossflow–
inline response recorded. The convex cylinder responded with significantly higher
amplitudes during lock–in than the concave case, and both the crossflow and inline
oscillation amplitudes sustained nearly constant values across the lock-in region. The
figure–eight orbits were counterclockwise at all U ∗ for both orientations. The concave
case uniformly saw a reduction in figure-eight amplitudes, but also maintained counterclockwise orbits and sustained an extended lower branch compared to the convex
orientation, which did not. Force reconstruction showed the extended lower branch
was driven by a 3f lift force. While the convex cylinder also formed at 3f band at
U ∗ = 9.4, it decayed to zero magnitude by U ∗ = 12 which due to a lack of other forces
eliminates the lower branch.
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CHAPTER 5
A BIOMIMETIC ULTRASONIC BAT DETERRENT
DRIVEN BY FLOW-INDUCED OSCILLATIONS

In this chapter, the mechanisms of an ultrasound-emitting larynx are studied as
a t-shaped oscillator undergoing flow-induced oscillations.

5.1

Introduction

By recent estimates, approximately 600,000 bats were struck by wind turbines
in 2012 in the US alone [51]. This is detrimental to overall bat populations, which
are attributed to $3.7 billion in agricultural savings each year [23], and are already
threatened by white nose syndrome [5]. This has led to the recognition of the need
for deterrence techniques to limit bat mortality at wind development sites. The
current deterrent technology to have been proven in literature and field studies is an
electronic deterrent designed to be mounted on a turbine nacelle. This device consists
of 16 transducers in a 4 × 4 matrix which emits continuous broadband ultrasound
from 10-100 kHz [7]. The transducers transmit maximum power at their resonant
frequency of 50 kHz, which results in a sound pressure level (SPL) of 122 dB at 1m.
This prototype device has been shown to reduce bat activity within 12 m of the device
by 90%. [8]. However, the device did not have an effect on bat mortality under actual
conditions when placed on the nacelle of an operational wind turbine. This result
was attributed to the propagation nature of ultrasound, which decayed such that it
was only of sufficient SPL to deter within 30 m of the device (Figure 5.1, reproduced
from [8]). With a 45 cm × 45 cm frontal area and mass of 0.9 kg the device is overly
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Figure 5.1. Calculated effective deterrence zone of a current ultrasonic emitter
design on a 2 MW wind turbine [7].

massive for placement on the turbine blades, the region where deterrence is needed
but not covered by current devices.
Other studies have shown that the broadband nature of current ultrasonic emitters is another factor in how ineffective they are, in that artificial approximations of
natural sonar pulses are effective as long as they are biomimetic in terms of duration,
bandwidth, and frequency of occurrence [56]. This finding is supported by studies
on free-tailed bats ([19], [58], [57], [105]) which suggest that bats respond much more
strongly to sounds mimicking conspecific sonar pulses than to continuous tones or
broadband noise stimuli. In these studies, artificial pulses needed to be roughly 60
dB-SPL or louder to evoke behavioral responses from the bats, indicating that bats
show behavioral responses to other bats at distances of approximately 20 meters or
less [58].
These findings are consistent with acoustic models which suggest ultrasonic deterrents would have to be at least 65 dB SPL to mask bat echolocation calls, effec100

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2. Scale of (a) bat deterrent schematic on (b) a full-scale NREL 5 MW
wind turbine blade.

tively jamming their navigational abilities [8]. Little brown bats (Myotis lucifitgus)
show a hearing threshold of 10-22 dB in the 20-60 kHz range [33], while Big brown
bats (Eptesicus fuscus) show a threshold of 7-46 dB for 20-60 kHz, with relatively
lower sensitivity (closer to 30 dB) for 32-46 kHz range [33]. Eastern red bats (Lasiurus borealis) are less sensitive, with a threshold of 30 dB in the 20-55 kHz range
[76]. Together, these studies of different Vespertilionidae species can be reduced to a
mutually-inclusive 20-55 kHz range.
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To generate a deterrent ultrasonic pulse as described by Jarvis [58], without the
range and placement limitations of current devices [8], the present work proposes
a series of ultrasonic whistles to be affixed to a wind turbine blade (Figure 5.2(a)),
which produce broadband ultrasonic noise through mechanical means. These whistles
are intended to be operated passively, blown by the relative flow about a rotating
turbine blade (Figure 5.3), and to be positioned at intervals along a turbine blade
(Figure 5.2(b)). As previously discussed, bats have been shown to be susceptible
to imitations of naturally occurring ultrasonic pulses, thus the mechanisms of the
proposed deterrent will take a biomimetic approach by applying the fundamentals of
how biological larynxes generate ultrasound. In other words, the internal structure
of the whistles is based after that of a bat larynx, which responds in a non-linear
fashion to small changes in air pressure, allowing for aperiodic changes in frequency
and volume of sound produced. This permits a deterrent device that produces short,
broadband ultrasound pulses in the sensitivity range of most bats most impacted by
wind turbines (20-55 kHz). In addition, a biomimetic approach allows the design to
take advantage of the various nonlinear phenomena which occur for an oscillating
vocal fold in flow, such as hysteresis and frequency jumping, to approximate the
duration and frequency of occurrence (i.e. chirps) requirements found by Jarvis [58].
Because the source of sound generation would be mechanically driven, this device
would not need the power routing which limits current pulse generator placement [8],
and if sufficiently low-profile could be placed in an array at intervals along the turbine
blade, addressing the problem of rapid attenuation of ultrasound in the atmosphere.
As a future outreach of the present work, the profile of such a deterrent could be
made compatible to that of turbulence generators, which are placed on wind turbine
blades to delay flow separation and increase efficiency ([103], [107]).
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Figure 5.3. Calculated incoming flow velocity distribution along an NREL 5MW
blade under operating conditions.

5.2

Methods

The excised larynx of the greater horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus ferrumequinum)
provides a model for the generation of varying ultrasound across a range of incoming
air pressure. Kobayasi et al. [66] observed the horseshoe bat larynx to exhibit nonlinear ultrasound production in response to small changes in incoming air pressure.
Importantly, Kobayasi et al. found that the acoustic properties of the bat’s sonar
pulses were not related to any active muscular forcing of the vocal folds. Instead, the
emission is dependent solely on the mechanical properties of the larynx. Different
pulse types/characteristics were produced by the bat simply by fine adjustments in
subglottic pressure changes. This is central to the present work because it illustrates
that naturalistic pulses can be generated by a purely mechanical biomimetic device
provided with the appropriate air pressure gradient. Between air pressures of 1.5-3
kPa, the sound intensity of the fundamental frequency rises and then decreases with
increasing air pressure, but remains fairly high throughout (63-82 dB SPL). At the
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Figure 5.4. Micro Computed Tomography (Micro-CT) scan of a Rhinolophus clivosusbat larynx, to serve as reference against axial cross-sections.

low end of this air pressure range, the fundamental frequency begins at or around
32.5 kHz, climbing with increasing pressure to ≈35 kHz. The bat larynx then demonstrates a dramatic frequency jump, with the fundamental frequency dropping ≈13
kHz, to 21-23 kHz range. This frequency jump occurs across a pressure change of less
than 0.05 kPa. From this lower frequency, the fundamental frequency again begins
to slowly rise. Increasing air pressure above ≈3 kPa leads to aperiodic emission of
signals with bandwidths of greater than 10 kHz.
As a preliminary step to reconstructing the geometry of the vocal folds of a typical
larynx, an overall view of the respiratory tract was required to check for any possible
interference from surrounding structures. To do so, a series of high-resolution image
slices of a Geoffroy’s horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus clivosus) larynx were captured via
micro computed tomography (micro-CT) with collaboration from the Harvard Center for Nanoscale Systems. Using a reconstruction program tailored for manipulating
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Figure 5.5. One-third and one-half larynx length cross-section (a,c) (From Suthers
et al. [101]) with their respective digitized coordinates (b,d).

these images, we isolated the negative spaces of each CT slice, leaving just the air
voids within the volume and interpolated the slices to make a fully three dimensional
stereolithographic (STL) body. This STL geometry was then filtered to reduce superficial variance inherited from the digitization process. The final result is an accurate
portrayal of the interior mechanisms of a bat larynx as a model of the structural
conditions which permit ultrasound generation (Figure 5.4). However, the inherent
coarseness of the procedure eliminates the fine details needed to ascertain the actual
vocal fold cross-sections.
For the high resolution needed for the vocal folds, alternative larynxes with similar mechanisms were considered, such as the concave-eared torrent frog (Amolops
tormotus) which has been studied more extensively in published literature. Though
frequency of calls generally scales with body mass ([42], [100]), the average body mass
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Figure 5.6. Variations of extrapolating the larynx and interpolating between crosssections

of both the candidate bat larynx and candidate frog are within the same magnitude,
in additional to both at minimum having been observed to phonate ultrasonically. In
the literature, the interaction of the asymmetry from the various sections is thought
to be mechanism behind the ultrasonic communications this species utilizes [101],
while for the bat larynx less is known. As a preliminary simplification, the one-half
and one-third axial larynx length cross-sections studied by Suthers et al. [101] were
digitized for the outline of the vocal ligaments, Figure 5.5. The scale of this larynx is
on the order of millimeters, so it was determined to apply an initial scaling factor to
bring the overall length to an appropriate size for experimental analysis (and increasing the tension and flow velocity to compensate). This is in line with the anticipated
need for a greater flow power than the natural size would provide. By scaling the
cross-sections and applying interpolation schema of varying complexity, different larynx prototypes can be constructed. Figure 5.6 shows two fundamental versions: (a)
revolving the half cross-section about itself and (b) uniformly extruding the one-half
cross-section.
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By taking the larynx geometries as negative volumes from a solid, a series of molds
were designed and 3D printed on a Stratasys Eden260. An appropriate silicone blend
to use as the larynx material was found via subjecting 1 mm × 10 mm × 25 mm
silicone sheets to incoming uniform 20 m/s airflow. By measuring the acoustic “flapping” noise of the sheet, the appearance of ultrasonic peaks indicate whether that
particular silicone blend were flexible and low-damping enough to sustain ultrasonic
vibrations. The silicone compound used in the present work was manufactured by
Smooth-On, Inc., Easton, PA., with an additional 10% silicone thinner by weight. Instron tests of a uniform cylinder of the material yielded an average elasticity modulus
of E = 300 kPa.

5.3

Response of the revolved larynx to incoming flow

The revolved-section larynx was scaled to an inlet diameter of 17.5 mm and cast
from the silicone blend. The body was then mounted to a flow diffuser attached to a
continuous air source. The diffuser was made of ABS plastic with an inlet diameter
of 3 mm, outlet diameter of 17.5 mm and a linearly tapered length between the two
faces of 10D, or 175 mm. This serves to condition and stabilize the airflow. 10 cm
downstream of the larynx fixture there was an AR125 ultrasonic-capable microphone,
to capture any acoustic emissions in a continuous WAV file (Figure 5.7). The flow
velocity at the outlet was calibrated using an Omega FMA-905a hot wire probe.
The revolved larynx was recorded for increasing flow velocities until it was observed to reach steady-state, at which point the velocity was held constant for a
period of time and then decreased back through zero. For this case no ultrasound
was recorded at any flow velocity tested (up to 60 m/s). It was observed that the
conical shape of the revolved larynx did not provide interaction between opposing vocal folds, and theorized that the lack on interaction prohibited the frequency jumps
seen in excised larynxes. Thus it was decided to apply an external displacement on
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Figure 5.7. Experimental setup used to test the silicone larynx models. The microphone is placed 10 cm from the outlet of the larynx.

Figure 5.8. Response of the revolved larynx to increasing and decreasing velocities
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the larynx outlet, deforming half the cone such that the folds meet in the middle.
In doing so, the folds can interact in a manner more similar to the excised larynx.
Seen in Figure 5.8 is the summary of this response. The audio signal is reported as
normalized power spectral density (PSD), to more readily compare cases which might
vary in absolute power. Note distinct bands of ultrasound at approximately 35 kHz,
50 kHz and 75 kHz, which saw frequency-modulation towards higher frequencies at
higher flow velocities. However, for decreasing velocities this behavior was did not
change and the hysteresis observed in excised larynxes by Suthers et al. [101] was
not generally seen here. The only hysteretic spectral formation was a very low-power
band near 85 kHz which did not form for the decreasing case. Frequency jumping
was observed for both increasing and decreasing cases when the flow was near 6 m/s.
As a harmonic diverges from the 75 kHz band at the 3 second mark (approximately
6 m/s) an additional harmonic forms, splits, and diverges in the 110 kHz range. Of
interest is that the 75 kHz divergent harmonic is also hysteretic, while the 110 kHz
divergence is not.

5.4

Response of the linear larynx to incoming flow

A linearly extruded larynx was cast to a scale of 40 mm × 10 mm which had both
upstream and downstream sets of ligaments touching under zero flow, similar to the
configuration seen in the micro-CT scans. To place the larynx in flow a different flow
diffuser was constructed with a similar taper ratio as the conical one, but an adapted
rectangular section of the same 40 mm × 10 mm as the linear larynx. The response
of the linear larynx, as seen in Figure 5.9, did not have the same effect as the external
blockage. The ultrasonic peaks become more broad-banded with increasing velocity,
but no clear hysteretic effects are seen for decreasing velocities. The interpolated
larynx exhibited similar broad-bandedness.
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Figure 5.9. Response of the linear larynx to velocity increasing linearly from 0-15
m/s, and decreasing through the same range.

5.5

The influence of tension and the leading edge

Thus far the only the geometrical and velocity parameters have been studied.
However, referencing again literature such as Kobayasi et al. [66], an important
distinction of larynxes which emit ultrasound is that the emission is not imposed on
the vocal ligaments by the surrounding muscles, but rather controlled via tension.
To study the effect of tension on the larynx model response we constructed an
apparatus to apply variable displacements to a clamped-clamped film of low-density
polyethylene (LDPE). An AR125 ultrasonic microphone was deployed 10 cm downstream of the mounted film to record the ultrasonic response and save it as a WAV file.
The initial length of the film measured 12.7 × 6 × 0.1 mm, with a material density
of 0.92 g/cm3 and an elastic modulus of 300 MPa (the prior silicone samples had an
elastic modulus of ≈0.3 MPa). The film had one end clamped to a lab stand, and the
other to a mount on a worm gear-driven Velmex XSlide positioning stage to enforce
changes in length of the LDPE film (Figure 5.10). This configuration was capable
of reaching material strains of 150% before tears in the film propagated. Note that
the incoming flow encounters the leading edge of the film. The flow velocity was first
increased quasi-statically to determine the point of onset for any acoustic response,
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Figure 5.10. Apparatus used to apply strain to LDPE film via a wormgear positioning stage.

as well as any upper velocity limit to the response (actual larynxes eventually buckle
at certain flow velocities, as seen by Kobayasi et al. [66]).
Seen in Figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 are the transient responses of the 12.7 mm-long
LDPE film to increasing strain. The acoustic power for these cases are reported in
Sound Pressure Level decibles as recorded from the microphone 10 cm away from the
setup. The initial case is just with enough displacement to remove any visible slack
(referenced hereon as 0% increase) from the system, and the higher cases are noted by
their percent length increase relative to that initial slackless length. What we see is
that in particular for the 0% case the system exhibits very similar frequency jumping
and doubling as the actual excised larynxes studies by Kobayasi et al. [66], but with
the dominant harmonic in the audible range (below 20 kHz).
At film tensions of 30% and 70% added strain, there are noticeably fewer frequency jumps than observed in the 0% case, and only sporadic frequency doublings.
Instead the frequency of the dominant harmonic increases approximately linearly for
increasing flow velocity, and any frequency jumps are into a higher frequency of the
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Figure 5.11. Response of an LDPE film to edgewise ramped flow velocity on the
order expected for a rotating turbine blade.

Figure 5.12. Response of an LDPE film with strain increased 30% from slackless to
edgewise ramped flow velocity on the order expected for a rotating turbine blade.
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Figure 5.13. Response of an LDPE film with strain increased 70% from slackless to
edgewise ramped flow velocity on the order expected for a rotating turbine blade.

same mode (i.e. same general trend to the harmonic bands as before the jump but at
a higher frequency). This phenomenon is accompanied by a build-up in the acoustic
power immediately leading up to the jump. Clearly seen in Figure 5.12 between the
5 and 8 second marks: the power builds before the jump at t = 5 s, decays to a local
minimum at approximately t = 6.75 s, then builds again before the final jump at t =
8 s. The same can be seen at 70% strain (Figure 5.13) for jumps to higher modes at
t = 3.5 s, 5.25 s and 6.25 s. Given the similarities to the excised larynxes studied by
Kobayasi et al. [66], the trend emerges that larynx mechanics can be represented as a
tensioned film with edgewise flow. However, with the leading edge and flow-induced
tension both influencing the response, an additional experiment whereby the leading
edge is eliminated is required to determine the significance of initial film tension.
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5.6

The role of flow-induced tension

To separate flow-induced tension from the effects of pre-tension and the asymmetry from having a leading edge, a second film-based model was built to the same
dimensions as the axial-flow film, but now with the incoming jet orientated perpendicular to the film (Figure 5.14). With the flow impacting the center of the film,
the higher drag force deflects the film and increases the tension buch more uniformly
than for the axial case, where flow-induced tension is focused on the leading edge. A
minimal pre–tension was applied to the film to elimate any sag, and referred to as
null pre–tension hereafter as per the axial case. At 0% tension an approximate peak
increase of 40 dB can be seen (Figure 5.15) compared to the axial-flow film (Figure
5.11). However, without interaction between the leading edge of the film and the
flow, the system lacks the requisite coupling of a larynx resonator to permit significant frequency jumping. Flow-induced tension is dominant and results in acoustic
bands linearly scaling with velocity and minimal hysteresis. 15% pre-tension was the
highest strain for which the acoustic frequency showed any linearity with velocity
(Figure 5.16), only noticeable in the 75 kHz band and nearly constant tones for lower
frequencies. The peak tension tested before rupture was 60% (Figure 5.17), where
it was observed the films pre-tension is entirely dominant over flow-induced tension,
resulting in a constant tone but at a higher acoustic power, as well as more numerous
harmonic bands up to 120 kHz.

5.7

Acoustic response as a hypothetical bat deterrent

The strongest signal generated thus far was for a tensioned film with in-plane
flow, and strain increased by 60% (Figure 5.17). The dominant harmonic was at 20
kHz and measured to be 95 dB at 0.1 m, and both the power level and frequency
range is agreed upon by field studies to be an effective deterrent ([19], [58], [105]). .
To estimate the effective range we start with a simplified propagation relationship,
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Figure 5.14. Apparatus used to apply strain to LDPE film via a wormgear positioning stage, with flow orientated for in-plane impingement.
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Figure 5.15. Response of an LDPE film to an in-plane fully reversed ramped flow
velocity on the order expected for a rotating turbine blade.

Figure 5.16. Response of an LDPE film with strain increased 15% from slackless to
an in-plane fully reversed ramped flow velocity on the order expected for a rotating
turbine blade.
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Figure 5.17. Response of an LDPE film with strain increased 60% from slackless to
an in-plane fully reversed ramped flow velocity on the order expected for a rotating
turbine blade.

Figure 5.18. Scale of peak accoustic output range given that literature reports 55
dB as the minimum sound power level to deter bats. This estimation indicates our
strongest emission (20 kHz at 95 dB at 10 cm) will deter bats from up to 10 m away.
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whereby the power decreases by the inverse square of distance. In log-scale, this
results in a 6 dB decrease per doubling of distance. Literature on bat deterrent
([57],[58],[105], [19]) indicate 55-60 dB is the lower bound for signals strong enough
to influence bat behavior. Combining this sensitivity threshold with the propagation
relationship gives an effective range of 10.1 m for the 20 kHz signal. To understand
how this relates to wind turbine deployment of the deterrent, let us consider the
5 MW reference turbine from NREL [61]. At a cut-in flow velocity of 3 m/s, the
rotor is at approximately 7 rpm [61], with a tip-speed ratio of 3 yielding a relative
flow velocity of 45 m/s at the tip of the blade. With the simplified hemispherical
sound propagation model, spacing deterrents every 8.7 meters such that there is 7
deterrents per blade (Figure 5.18) results in a maximum range decrease of 10% for
points immediately between two deterrents. If spacing is decreased to 5 m (12 per
blade), the peak loss drops to 3%.

5.8

Conclusions

A simplified model for larynx phonation is devised based on flow-induced oscillations of a tensioned film. For cases with opposing larynx geometries, an acoustic
response was only noted for scenarios whereby the mock vocal folds were offset towards the center, such that under zero flow the outlet is fully blocked. Under these
conditions, ultrasonic harmonics manifest and scale in frequency with increasing flow
velocity. Therefore alternate models were designed which create similar fluid-structure
coupling, whereby minute changes in flow can have significant impact on the stiffness
and oscillation of the structure. Two canonical examples are a film in axial flow, and
with in–plane flow. For axial flow, the incoming jet hits the leading edge of the film
first, meaning that any change in the shape of the leading edge has significant influence on how the flow encounters the downstream body. Different pre-tensions were
applied to a thin low-density polyethylene film in this orientation for both constant
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and ramped incoming flow velocity. Without any pre-tension, remarkably similar
frequency jumping phenomena were observed to those of an excised larynx, and the
harmonics scaled in frequency with velocity, implying the flow is also stiffening the
film. This was confirmed at higher tensions, where the pre-tension dominates the flowinduced tension, and the acoustic response is relatively constant with fewer frequency
jumps.
To confirm that a flexible leading edge is the source of the frequency jumping and
separable from the pre-tension, the subsequent larynx model was the same thin film
but with flow impacting the center, such that the drag experienced by the film is
distributed throughout instead of just at the leading edge. Under this orientation,
without pre-tension only minimal frequency jumps were observed and there was not
significant hysteresis. As with the axial case however, the frequency of the acoustic
bands had a proportionality to velocity. For higher pre-tensions this proportionality
decreased to almost zero at 15% tension, and purely constant tones beyond that.
The maximum case tested, 60%, also had the strongest power output and the highest
frequency 1st harmonic at 20 kHz and 95 dB from 10 cm. This was constant across
the 20-65 m/s range.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Flow-induced oscillations are well studied for simple geometries, but for symmetrybreaking structures with more than one degree of freedom, their complexity has lead
to a relative lack of understanding as there was simply not enough supporting literature, but such complexity is required to better match actual engineering applications.
This was the inspiration for this thesis, to better apply fundamental experiments
to the offshore wind environment by creating flexibly-mounted structures with more
similarity to their full-scale counterparts versus existing flow-induced oscillation literature which tend to be simpler in focus.
In this thesis, we experimentally studied the structural dynamics, wake interaction, and fluid forces acting on the multiple degree of freedom systems typical of
floating wind turbine components undergoing flow-induced oscillations. The applications are novel, and the fundamental fluid-structure interactions are new to science.
A separate biomimetic study is also discussed. The passive flow-induced oscillations
found in bat larynxes for ultrasonic echolocation is studied, and the role of pre-tension
versus flow-induced tension on frequency doubling is examined. The mechanisms are
replicated as a device which generates ultrasound using the flow over a turbine blade,
for eventual deployment on wind turbine blades as a bat deterrent.
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6.1

Conclusions

Chapter 2 presented experimental analysis of cylinders and prisms in flow with
crossflow-inline flexibility, and the role of vortex-surface alignment as the angle of
attack changes is examined. It was concluded that
• For a triangular prism with an angle of attack of α = 60◦ , all U ∗ for which the
prism oscillated exhibited CCW figure-eight orbits.
• The greatest inline amplitude contribution (highest CF-IL phase angle) was 30◦
at U ∗ = 7.2 and 7.9, equal to one-half the normal angle of the afterbody
• The vortex attaches further downstream on the trailing face of the afterbody
for decreasing α, for cases at the same U ∗ .
• At 30◦ the vortex on the side of the trailing face of the afterbody is entirely
detached from the prism, and no oscillations are observed.
• For a square prism at 45◦ angle of attack. The symmetry of the prism permits
shedding patterns similar to those of a circular cylinder undergoing VIV, and
thus the square prism responds with classical vortex-induced vibrations across
a similar U ∗ range as the uniform cylinder.
• At an intermittent angle of attack of 22.5◦ , once the cylinder begins to oscillate,
the relative component of flow velocity suddenly moves the shedding point from
the edge preceding the trailing face to the leading edge on the leading face.
Thus, despite being fully exposed to flow, a vortex forms on the leading face.
The motion of the cylinder leads to the vortex “rolling” down the face as the
cylinder reaches an oscillation apex, and on the return rolls over the preceding
edge of the trailing face, where it is caught by the wake and attaches to the
trailing face of the afterbody.
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• Also for a square at 22.5◦ , the 2D oscillation collapses to a single lobe past
U ∗ > 9. Here a vortex was observed to still form on the leading edge and get
caught on the trailing face of the afterbody, but on the opposing side (leading
face of afterbody) flow separates as a jet which remains parallel to the surface,
preventing vortex formation.
• For a square prism at 0◦ angle of attack, as U ∗ increase velocities vortices
remain attached to the afterbody progressively longer through the oscillation
cycle before shedding. The progression is approximately linear with increasing
velocity, until U ∗ = 9.4 beyond which for higher velocities the vortex rolls over
the trailing edge of the prism and attaches to the trailing face.
• For all U ∗ tested where a vortex attaches to the trailing face, the vortex detaches
as the cylinder approaches the midpoint of crossflow oscillation, imparting an
impulse in the inline direction as it does so. This galloping kink has been previously observed for pure crossflow freedom, but only calcuated for 2D flexibility.
• The galloping kink results in a third lobe in the oscillation orbit, and manifests
in the recorded drag force as odd-integer harmonics.
• The outer lobes have opposing CW/CCW rotation, and are CCW if a vortex can
form on the side of cylinder at the peak crossflow displacement before attaching
to the afterbody, and CW when the flow remains attached until forming a
vortex on the trailing face. The orientation competitively swaps between CW
and CCW, but both the CW lobe and the CCW lobe have a vortex attach to
the trailing face, and thus the middle lobe appears regardless of whether the
prism returning the midpoint of crossflow is coming from the CW side or the
CCW side.
In chapter 3 a model spar platform was designed to-scale as the Hywind demo turbine, with similar moorings points to match the three-dimensional rigid body motion
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flexibility permitted by the actual design. As well, the model spar was designed with
the appropriate ballast to match the metacentric height of the Hywind turbine. Orthogonal cameras tracks the pitching, yaw, and heave of the structure for increasing
U ∗ . It was found that:
• For the scaled model, counterclockwise figure–eight orbits of the lower portion
of the turbine were observed for all U ∗ , despite having fnCF = fnIL . The upper
portion of the turbine (above the mooring point, with the center of mass of the
whole structure below the mooring point), had opposite phase and experienced
clockwise orbits as the cylinder oscillated with a node at the mooring point.
• Synchronization between the crossflow oscillation frequency and the vortex
shedding frequency confirmed lock–in and vortex–induced vibration was present.
• Numerical studies predicted that for continuously flexible structures, counterclockwise orbits can only indicate excitation by the flow, while clockwise can
mean either excitation or damping. By suppressing vortex shedding along either
just the top or bottom of the cylinder (with the middle being the node which
does not oscillate), we confirmed this hypothesis.
• Helical strakes along the entire cylinder suppressed all motion for all U ∗ , but
strakes above the node only inverted the phase of the lower portion of the cylinder, and actually increased the oscillation amplitude at peak U ∗ . Suppressing
the lower half of the cylinder, which was previously undergoing CCW orbits
eliminated the vibration of the entire structure. This confirms that vortex
shedding suppression methods can be applied to only portions of a structure
undergoing counterclockwise figure–eight orbits, and still be effective because
excitation of those parts is dominant in driving the response of the structure as
a whole.
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Chapter 4 presents an expanded view on the influence of mooring cable concavity
on hydrodynamic damping. An existing dataset (Seyed-Aghazadeh et al. [89]) with
pure crossflow freedom is compared to new results using the same cylinder, but with
dual crossflow-inline flexibility. In 1D it was reported that when the free end of
a cylinder curved into a semicircle is upstream of the rest of the body (concave,
convex being with an axial tip downstream), the axial tip trips the flow and reduces
correlation along the length of the afterbody.
• Vortex–induced vibration occurs for both orientations. Notably, the third harmonic of lift manifested with significant contribution in the convex orientation,
increasing the crossflow and inline oscillation amplitudes significantly compared
to the concave cylinder. Both cylinders responded to a 3f harmonic at higher
U ∗ (above 9), but the band decayed for the convex cylinder near U ∗ = 11.5.
The concave cylinder sustained the 3f band and resulted in an extended lower
branch.
• Additional stiffness ratios were tested for all U ∗ and for both convex and concave. It was observed that vortex-induced vibration has a significant effect at
2:1 and 1:1 IL:CF ratios. Non-integer ratios resulted in a collapse of both the
crossflow and inline component, while 2:1 saw stable figure–eight orbits and 1:1
had circular orbits.
• The additional degree of freedom permitted an extended lock-in region particularly for the concave case, in agreement with a 1D system.
• Force reconstruction showed dominant third harmonics in the lift force for high
A∗ convex cases, a new find over previous 1D systems which were apparently
too constrained to observe this.
• The extended branch was also shown to be attributed to third harmonic forcing.
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In Chapter 5 a new application of flow–induced oscillations is discussed. By recent
estimates, 600,000 bats are killed by wind turbine blades in the US each year [51]. To
mitigate this, we studied natural mechanisms which produce ultrasound in order to
create an air–driven bat deterrent to mount on turbine blades, as field surveys have
shown that ultrasound in the 55–60 dB range disorientates bats and can therefore
deter them from an area. This chapter studies different simplified larynx geometries
in an attempt to mimic their echolocation calls, and compares the results to excised
larynxes receiving similar incoming flow.
• A revolved silicone cone has the most basic similarities to larynx vocal folds. For
an open outlet exposed to 0–10 m/s ramped flow though, no acoustic response
was observed. We noticed that the outlet of the cone only buckled outward and
did not oscillate. Thus it was decided to apply an external displacement on the
larynx outlet, deforming half the cone such that the folds meet in the middle. In
doing so, the folds can interact in a manner more similar to the excised larynx.
With this variation, distinct bands of ultrasound at approximately 35 kHz, 50
kHz and 75 kHz were recorded, which saw frequency-modulation towards higher
frequencies at higher flow velocities. Similar frequency-modulation was seen in
the literature for excised larynxes [101].
• A low-density polyethylene film (LDPE) was devised as an alternate model
which was more flexible than the silicone, and arranged in such a way that
flow-induced oscillations were guaranteed: with flow approaching axially and
in-plane (whereas the silicone was permitted to buckle). The LDPA. Arranged
axially, almost identical frequency jumps were observed over the 0-10 m/s range
when compared to the excised larynx. By increasing the tension, the ultrasonic
bands could be made constant across different velocities, with less frequent
jumps. This significance the influence of the leading edge as a dominant source
of frequency jumping.
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• To confirm that frequency jumps in the larynx model were predominantly from
the edge, an in-plane orientation for approaching flow was constructed. In this
orientation, the entire drag force of the incoming flow is applied to the film
(under the edgewise arrangement, the pre-tension of the film was dominant).
At zero slack, the LDPE rarely shows any frequency jumps, with harmonics
with increase linearly with velocity and minimal hysteretic features. The peak
acoustic output was actually observed for this orientation, with a 12.7 mm initial
length strained 60% to 20.2 mm. Here the 20 kHz band is the strongest at 95
dB from 10 cm, but constant across all velocities. While the least ”natural”
compared to an excised larynxes, this case is certainly applicable as a longdistance bat deterrent if it were coupled with lower-tension cases which act on
a shorter distance.

6.2

Recommendations for future work

This thesis covered a number of topics regarding applications of flow–induced
oscillations in offshore wind turbines. Therefore there are a number of possible research avenues which could build upon this work, both in the sense of fundamental
fluid–structure interactions but also more industrial projects.
• The main area for expansion after Chapter 2 is the inclusion of extra facets to the
prisms. We previously emphasized the importance of having both crossflow and
inline flexibility, but the progression of an N-sided cylinder going to a perfectly
round circular is unknown for this type of setup. Namely, the question remains
whether the galloping kink seen for the square prism at α = 0◦ is only possible
with a bluff trailing face purely in the wake of the cylinder. Whether it also
occurs for other even-sided polygons also at α = 0◦ with inline flexibility would
certainly be an interesting pursuit.
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Figure 6.1. (a) Sample openFOAM [112] simulation of the flow about a proposed
bat deterrent housing. (b) RANS simulation data from Song and Perot [96] for the
NREL Phase VI rotor, post-processed to generate a flow velocity surface offset from
the turbine blade. The offset surface is approximately the zone in which the proposed
deterrent would operate.

• Chapter 3 discussed only the influence of flow on a floating turbine hull, without
a turbine analogue attached. If larger facilities had the capabilities to supply
both a constant flow velocity, as well as wind and waves, the nature of VIV
in an environment with complete full-scale similitude could be understood. As
currently the only floating offshore wind farm consists of spar-type turbine hulls,
seeing how subsea strakes operate in conjunction with wind and wave-induced
motion would be the next logical step.
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• At the current stage, the premise of using flow–induced oscillations as a bat
deterrent is a prototype based on simplifications of the larynx geometry. If
a fully-resolved micro-CT scan can be taken of a bat larynx, computational
methods may have success in modeling the geometry as a deformable mesh
with a fluid–structure coupling. The phonation mechanism of bat echolocation
is poorly understood in terms of the mechanics, so a numerical approach may
be required to validate whether, as we determined here, frequency jumping is
primarily reliant on having a leading geometry to trip the axial flow over the
downstream ligaments. Additionally, a CFD approach may refine a housing
(figure 6.1(a,b)) for the proposed bat deterrent to conduct field trials of the
device.
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APPENDIX
INSTRUMENTATION

This section details the specifications of the instruments used in the experiments.

A.1

Force Sensor

The force sensor used was a six-axis ATI Nano17/IP68, with an SI-25-0.25 calibration which is suitable for capturing small forces, with a Fxyz resolution of 6.25 mN
and Txyz resolution of 31.25 mN-mm.

A.2

Displacement Sensors

To capture displacements in 2D, two orthogonal laser displacement sensors were
used. With crossflow amplitudes generally larger than inline, a long-range sensor was
used in crossflow and a higher resolution sensor for inline. The crossflow unit was
an ILD 1402-600 from Micro-epsilon, and in inline a Panasonic HLG-112. The ILD
1402-600 had a measurement range of 600 mm, and an average resolution of 80 µm,
and could sample at up to 1.5 kHz (Figure A.2). The Panasonic HL-G112 had a
measurement range of 120 mm, and an average resolution of 8 µm (Figure A.3).

A.3

Flow velocity probe

To determine the airspeed for the tests of Chapter 5, a hotwire probe was used.
The probe is an Omega FMA-905a, capable of measuring flow velocities up to 50.8
m/s to within 2% (Figure A.4).
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Figure A.1. Specifications for the ATI Nano17/IP68 force sensor. The present thesis
used an SI-25-0.25 calibration. Reproduced from ATI-IA.com
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Figure A.2. Specifications for the Micro-epsilon 1402-600 laser displacement sensor.
Reproduced from micro-epsilon.pl
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Figure A.3. Specifications for the Panasonic HL-G112 laser displacement sensor.
Reproduced from panasonic.biz
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Figure A.4. Specifications for the Omega FMA905a hotwire probe. Reproduced
from omega.com
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